Cambridge Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee
No. 09 – 19

AGENDA
Thursday, November 21, 2019
Council Chambers, Cambridge City Hall, 46 Dickson Street
7:00 p.m.

Meeting Called to Order
Disclosure of Interest
Presentations
Robyn Huether, Architect, regarding proposed restoration and repair of masonry and
wood components at Historic City Hall.

Delegations
Approval of October 17, 2019 Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee
Minutes
PP 3
THAT the Minutes of the October 17, 2019 meeting of the Municipal Heritage Advisory
Committee be considered for errors and omissions and be adopted.

Agenda Items
1. Request to Alter a Part IV Designated Property - 46 Dickson
Street (Historic City Hall) File No. R01.01.11
PP 8
THAT Report 19-029 (MHAC) – Request to Alter a Part IV Designated Property – 46
Dickson Street (Historic City Hall) – be received;
AND FURTHER THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC)
recommends Council approve the restoration and repair of masonry and wood
Please Note: If you cannot attend the meeting please contact Karin Stieg-Drobig:519-621-0740 Ext. 4816 or by
e-mail: stiegdrobigk@cambridge.ca
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Cambridge Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee
Agenda – November 21, 2019

components at 46 Dickson Street (Historic City Hall) as outlined in Report 19-029
(MHAC).

Correspondence
Other Business
a) Chair’s Comments
b) Council Report/Comments
c) Staff/Senior Planner - Heritage Comments

Next Meeting:
Date & Time: December 19, 2019, at 7 p.m.
Location: Council Chambers, Historic City Hall, 46 Dickson St.

Close of Meeting
THAT the MHAC meeting does now adjourn at ______ p.m.

Distribution:
Amy Barnes (Vice Chair), Nelson Cecilia, Michelle Goodridge, Kimberly Livingstone,
John Oldfield (Chair), Scott Roberts, Councillor Pam Wolf, Nancy Woodman.
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MINUTES
Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee
Meeting #08 - 19
October 17, 2019
Council Chambers, Cambridge City Hall
46 Dickson Street, Cambridge, Ontario
7:00 p.m.

Committee Members in Attendance: Amy Barnes, Nelson Cecilia, Councillor Pam
Wolf, and Nancy Woodman with John Oldfield in the Chair
Regrets: Michelle Goodridge, Kimberly Livingstone and Scott Roberts
Staff in Attendance: April Souwand, Manager Policy Planning, Chelsey Tyers, Cultural
Heritage Specialist, wsp and Karin Stieg-Drobig, Recording Secretary
Meeting Called to Order
The regular meeting of the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee was held in Council
Chambers at 46 Dickson Street, Cambridge, Ontario. John Oldfield, MHAC Chair,
welcomed everyone present and called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m. and the
meeting adjourned at 7:43 p.m.
Declarations of Interest: – NIL
Presentation: - NIL
Delegations: A request was made by a member of the public to speak to the Blair
HCD, an item not specifically on the agenda, but mentioned in the 2020 Annual
Report. Chair, John Oldfield, agreed to allow the delegation.
Patrick Malady, a former long-time resident of the Blair Heritage Conservation District
(HCD), asked that the MHAC give consideration to include a review of the Blair HCD in
the 2020 budget. He provided a review of the HCD’s origins from 1999; noting the
changes to the area and that he feels that a review of the HCD is warranted at this time.
John Oldfield thanked Patrick Malady for his delegation noting the MHAC has to work
within the framework of Federal, Provincial and Municipal guidelines. The MHAC is able
to provide recommendations to Council but is not a part of the budget decision-making
process.
Minutes of Previous Meeting
Moved by:
Councillor Wolf
Seconded by: Nelson Cecilia
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THAT the minutes of the September 19, 2019 meeting of the Cambridge Municipal
Heritage Advisory Committee be considered for errors and omissions and be adopted.
CARRIED
Reports
1. Request to Designate a Property of Cultural Heritage Value Under Part IV of
the Ontario Heritage Act: 20 Lewis Street.
April Souwand noted that for this report and for 37 Cambridge Street, the descriptions of
the interior attributes will be removed from the reports going to Planning and
Development Committee and Council, as interior attributes are generally not designated
in Cambridge due to the difficulty in tracking alterations over time and that the interior
attributes of private residences are not able to be enjoyed by the general public.
Moved by:
Amy Barnes
Seconded by: Councillor Wolf
THAT the Cambridge Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) recommends to
Cambridge City Council (Council) that the Clerk be authorized to publish a Notice of
Intention to Designate for the property municipally known as 20 Lewis Street in
accordance with Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act because of its cultural heritage
value.
CARRIED
2. Request to Designate a Property of Cultural Heritage Value Under Part IV of
the Ontario Heritage Act: 37 Cambridge Street
Moved by:
Nancy Woodman
Seconded by: Amy Barnes
THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) recommends to Cambridge
City Council (Council) that the Clerk be authorized to publish a Notice of Intention to
Designate for the property municipally known as 37 Cambridge Street in accordance
with Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act because of its cultural heritage value.
CARRIED
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3. Request to Alter a Part V Designated Property – 47 Main Street
Councillor Wolf asked for clarification of materials to be used in replacing the storefront
windows. Chelsey Tyers noted wood would be used as mouldings surrounding the
windows and a faux transom to break up the large panes of glass. A kick plate with
wood mouldings on the lower portion of the windows will complete the early 19th century
look.
Moved by:
Nelson Cecilia
Seconded by: Nancy Woodman
THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) recommends Council
approve the new sign and façade treatment for 47 Main Street as outlined in Report 19027(MHAC).
CARRIED
4. 2019 MHAC Annual Report and 2020 Work Plan
John Oldfield thanked the Committee for their work which is highlighted in the annual
report and noted the work plan for 2020 will ensure the Committee continues its
mandate.
Moved by:
Nancy Woodman
Seconded by: Councillor Wolf
THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) receive the 2019 Annual
Report and 2020 Work Plan as contained in Report 19 – 023(MHAC) for information;
AND THAT this report be forwarded to Council for consideration.
CARRIED
5. 209 West River Road Heritage Impact Assessment
The MHAC thanked the homeowner for his choice of sympathetic design and materials
that will enhance the look of this listed property.
Moved by:
Amy Barnes
Seconded by: Nancy Woodman
THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC) accept the revised Cultural
Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) and its findings as submitted by Robinson Heritage
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Consulting dated October 9, 2019 for the development proposed for the listed property
at 209 West River Road.
CARRIED
Correspondence – NIL
Other Business – NIL
Chair’s Comments – John Oldfield noted the alteration to the Dickson Hill Heritage
Conservation District for the Salisbury Ave. Reconstruction Project was approved by
Council. He attended the Hall of Fame Inductions of 9 new members noting the work of
these community volunteers, past and present, is inspiring. He provided a program for
anyone wishing to review the inductees.
John Oldfield noted the passing of Councillor Frank Monteiro this week is a loss to the
City of Cambridge and he will be missed by many.
Council Report/ Comments: - Councillor Wolf noted she received several emails from
residents of Salisbury Ave. that attended last month’s Planning and Development
Committee meeting who are in favour of the Salisbury Road Reconstruction. They noted
the points made by Sheri Roberts, Accessibility Advisory Chair, were appropriate and
that they appreciated the recommendation by MHAC that Council consider the addition
of globe lights along the Victoria Park section of Salisbury Ave. She advised the grants
provided by the MHAC to property owners through the Heritage Grant Program are
proposed to remain at $30,000 for 2020 and will continue to be administered through the
Planning Division, not as a Community Groups grant requiring an application for funding
by MHAC.
Staff/Senior Planner- Heritage comments: NIL
Next Meeting
Date & Time: Thursday, November 21, 2019, 7:00 p.m.
Location: City of Cambridge Council Chambers, 46 Dickson St.
Close of Meeting
Moved by:
Amy Barnes
Seconded by: Nelson Cecilia
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THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee meeting does now adjourn at 7:43
p.m.
CARRIED

John Oldfield
Chairperson

Karin Stieg-Drobig
Recording Secretary
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Meeting Date:

11/21/2019

To:

Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee

Report Date:

11/07/2019

Report #: 19-029(MHAC)

Report Author: Chelsey Tyers, BES, Cultural Heritage Specialist,
WSP Canada, Inc.
Department:

Community Development

Division:

Planning Services

Report Title:

Request to Alter a Part IV Designated Property - 46
Dickson Street (Historic City Hall)

File No:

R01.01.11

Ward No:

4

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Report 19-029 (MHAC) – Request to Alter a Part IV Designated Property – 46
Dickson Street (Historic City Hall) – be received;
AND FURTHER THAT the Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee (MHAC)
recommend Council approve the restoration and repair of masonry and wood
components at 46 Dickson Street (Historic City Hall) as outlined in Report 19-029
(MHAC).

SUMMARY
•
•
•

46 Dickson Street (Historic City Hall) is designated under Part IV of the Ontario
Heritage Act by By-law 2129 passed on March 1, 1982.
46 Dickson Street is also subject to a Heritage Conservation Easement
Agreement with the Ontario Heritage Trust.
The Building Design & Construction Section is seeking permission to restore the
exterior elevations of 46 Dickson Street including:
o Dutchman repairs (inset wood patch) where necessary to all woodwork;
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•

o Replacement of any deteriorated woodwork to match the existing in
species grade and cut;
o Repainting of all woodwork; and,
o Repointing of all masonry.
The proposed restoration is consistent with accepted best practices and will not
negatively impact the heritage attributes.

BACKGROUND
The subject property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act by By-law
2129 (Attachment 1) and was constructed in 1857 as Galt’s Town Hall (Figure 1,
Images 1-4). It is also subject to a Heritage Conservation Easement Agreement with the
Ontario Heritage Trust (Attachment 2).

Figure 1: Location Map
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Image 1: Historic City Hall (Source: Robyn Huether
Architect Inc.)

Image 2: Detail of Belvedere (Source: Robyn Huether
Architect Inc.)

Image 3: Detail of cornice (Source: Robyn Huether
Architect Inc.)

Image 4: Detail of window (Source: Robyn Huether
Architect Inc.)
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In October 2019, an application was submitted to restore the exterior elevations of the
City of Cambridge’s Historic City Hall located at 46 Dickson Street (Attachment 3-4).
Restoration includes repointing of the masonry and restoration of all the existing
woodwork by replacing deteriorated materials or with dutchman repairs (inset wood
patch). All woodwork will also be stripped to the bare wood, primed and painted. The
restoration also includes the repair and replacement of flashing where needed and
installation of interior storm windows. The specifications for these restoration methods
are located in Appendix 4 and summarized below.
Repointing of the masonry will include removing all deteriorated mortar. Mortar will be
removed using hand held rotary saws for the partial cutting of horizontal joints under the
supervision of a qualified mason and hand tools must be used for all final cutting out of
the mortar and all vertical mortar joints. If any overcutting is found, the consultant
architects will remove the approval for power tools and require that the remaining
cutting out be completed only with hand tools. Each area will be raked out to a minimum
depth of 3 cm (1 in), however some areas may need to be back pointed further than 3
cm (1 in). The mortar mixes will include type N (1 part white cement, 1 part lime and six
parts blended sand and air entrainment) for back pointing and below grade pointing and
type O (1 part white cement, 2 parts lime, 9 parts blended sand and air entrainment) for
the final pointing. Test patches of mortar will be reviewed by the consultant architects to
ensure the correct colour and compression strength. Repointing shall not be completed
when the temperature is below 4°C unless the area is heated, nor when the
temperature is above 27°C unless dampened burlap is applied to the mortar.
Required restoration of the woodwork will include replacement of deteriorated portions
in kind and dutchman repairs where appropriate to the windows, cornice, soffit and bell
tower. The replacement wood will match the existing species, grade and cut and for
exterior woodwork will be kiln dried with a 12% moisture content. Any interior woodwork
will utilize kiln dried wood with an 8% moisture content. The dutchman repairs will cut
out the deteriorated portion of wood just beyond the deteriorated portion to ensure that
wood rot doesn’t spread and new pieces of wood replicating the existing will be adhered
with a two part, low-viscosity epoxy. The existing paint will also be stripped from all
existing woodwork using a peel away method and sanding, and it will then be brushed
with linseed oil where the wood needs additional moisture, primed and repainted.
In addition to the masonry and wood restoration, bird netting will be applied to the
louvered portion of the windows on the west and east elevations, flashing will be
installed where needed, and new storm windows will be installed on the interior of the
building.
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ANALYSIS
Strategic Alignment:
PLACE: To take care of, celebrate and share the great features in Cambridge that we
love and mean the most to us.
Goal #3 - Arts, Culture, Heritage and Architecture
Objective 3.2 Conserve and make positive contributions to our heritage districts and
buildings throughout the community.

Existing Policy/By-Law:
Section 42 (1) of the Ontario Heritage Act outlines that a property owner shall not alter a
Part IV designated property unless they receive permission from Council to do so.
Designation By-law 2129 is a by-law designating 46 Dickson Street under the Ontario
Heritage Act. Schedule B to the by-law identifies the reasons for designation.

Financial Impact:
The budget for the cost of the project is $590,000.

Public Input:
Municipal Heritage Advisory Committee meetings are open to the public.

Internal/External Consultation:
None.

Comments/Analysis:
The reasons for designation in By-law 2129 and the Heritage Conservation Easement
Agreement with the Ontario Heritage Trust identify the following heritage attributes as
contributing to the heritage value of the building: the white limestone and blue granite,
the cornice, the open arched belfry in the tower, and the double-hung sash windows
with semi-circular arches. As such, evaluation of the proposed restoration will consider
the impact on these significant heritage attributes.
There are several guidelines that aid in the evaluation of alteration under the Ontario
Heritage Act including: the Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries’
(MHSTCI; formerly the Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport) Eight Guiding Principles
for Conserving Built Heritage Properties (Eight Guiding Principles); and Parks Canada’s
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places (Standards and
Guidelines). The Eight Guiding principles encourage respect for historic material and
original fabric. The proposed restoration of Cambridge’s Historic City Hall will respect
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and retain as much historic material and original fabric as possible taking a minimal
intervention approach.
The Standards and Guidelines provide detailed direction on conservation techniques.
Section 4.5.2 encourages the retention of sound wood, gentle paint removal, replacing
in kind of extensively deteriorated or missing wood elements, and patching or piecing-in
wood (dutchman repairs). Section 4.5.3 recommends the use of mortar that is
compatible in strength, colour, texture width and joint profile as the existing mortar. The
methods and materials proposed for the restoration of Historic City Hall are consistent
with the Standards and Guidelines.
Given that the proposed restoration methods are consistent with the Eight Guiding
Principles and the Standards and Guidelines, there will be no adverse impact to the
heritage attributes. Additionally, consistent maintenance is considered best practice to
ensure that deterioration does not spread in wood materials or cause structural damage
for masonry buildings. Based on the above analysis, it is recommended that MHAC
recommends Council approve the request to alter 46 Dickson Street (Historic City Hall)
for restoration of the exterior elevations.

SIGNATURE
Prepared by:

Chelsey Tyers, BES
Cultural Heritage Specialist, WSP

Departmental Approval:

April Souwand, MA, MCIP, RPP, AICP
Manager of Policy Planning

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1

Bylaw 2129

Attachment 2

Statement of Significance from Heritage Conservation Easement
Agreement
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Attachment 3

City Hall Restoration Drawings dated October 6, 2019

Attachment 4

City Hall Restoration Specifications dated October 2019
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ATTACHMENT 2

Statement of Significance
Cambridge City Hall

Description of Historic Place
The building at 46 Dickson Street, commonly
known as both Cambridge City Hall and Historic
Galt Town Hall, is situated on a prominent
parcel of land in the City of Cambridge’s central
civic
square.
The
two-and-a-half-storey
rectangular building is fronted by a squared bell
tower and was constructed in 1858 to the
designs of architect H.B. Sinclair. The exterior
of the building and its surrounding grounds are
protected by an Ontario Heritage Trust
conservation easement. The property is also
designated by the City of Cambridge under Part
IV of the Ontario Heritage Act (Bylaw 2129).

Heritage Value
Historic Value:
Cambridge City Hall is historically significant for its association with the early development of the Town
of Galt (now part of the City of Cambridge) and for its continued use as a centre for municipal
governance. Built to replace the former Dumfries Township Hall, which had been constructed on the
same site in 1838, the Italianate design of the new building was originally scoffed at by many of the
town’s 3,500 residents. Consequently, an ‘indignation meeting’ was arranged by concerned citizens
and the architectural stylings of the proposed town hall were discussed on December 17, 1856.
According to the locals, the building’s design was not grand enough to match the emerging importance
of Galt as a center of industry. Despite the apprehension, the project moved forward under architect
H.B. Sinclair and builder William Graham after the town’s first mayor, Morris C. Lutz, laid the building’s
cornerstone at a ceremony on May 13, 1857. Following a series of project setbacks, the town hall was
finally opened on November 5, 1858 with the cost of construction totaling $3,650. The finished building
contained the town market at the basement level and civic administrative uses on the first and second
floors. Cambridge City Hall currently operates as both the municipal archives and the municipal council
chambers, the latter use having been maintained since the building was first opened.
Architectural Value:
Cambridge City Hall is architecturally significant as an example of a typical town hall built in Ontario
during the mid-19th Century. The simple symmetrical plan of the building is characteristic of the
emerging mid-19th Century Italianate style, but the structure also contains many Georgian-inspired
features such as its projecting pedimented bays and simple non-bracketed cornice. The belfry of the
clock tower, added to celebrate Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee in 1897, is representative of a more
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eclectic late-19th Victorian architecture. Access to the building was originally gained through a set of
ceremonial entrances on the east and west elevations of the tower, however, following a project in the
mid 1960s to modernize the interior of the building, the stairways to these entrances were removed and
access was shifted to a basement level door adjacent to the tower. This rehabilitation project was
completed by architect Peter John Stokes and included the installation of an elevator into the tower.
Contextual Value:
Located in the City of Cambridge’s central civic square, the building is a focal point in the former Town
of Galt’s historic core and can be viewed from numerous locations within the community. It is situated at
the southern terminus of Cambridge Street and is enclosed by a set of roadways and an area of open
space that ensure views of the structure remain unencumbered. The context of ‘a building in the round’
has been maintained since Galt’s original street layout and now protects the setting of the City Hall in
its original state. The building is also the centre-piece of a collection of municipally-designated heritage
buildings including the Wesley Methodist Church (1879), the Galt Vegetable Market Building (1887), the
former Galt Fire Hall (1898), and the Durward Centre / Cambridge Centre for the Arts (1922).

Character Defining Elements
Elements that contribute to the historical value of Cambridge City Hall include:
• Association with the early urban development of the Town of Galt
• Continuous use of the site as a centre for municipal governance since 1838
• Continuous use as the municipal council chambers since 1858
Exterior features that contribute to the architectural value of Cambridge City Hall include:
• Use of split fieldstone for exterior walls and rough-dressed local dolomite granite for the
foundation
• Centrally located projecting bays and gables on the east and west elevations
• There is detailed woodwork on the pedimented gable on the north elevation and the broken
pedimented gable on the south elevation
• Simple but bold wood cornice surrounding the building and dividing the tower into two distinctive
sections
• Double-hung sash windows containing flush fans, projecting keystones, and semi-circular
arches
• Paired semicircular arch openings on the east, west and south elevations of the clock tower
• The four clock faces of the tower have decorative wood mouldings
• Open arched belfry with mansard roof to shelter the old town bell
• Gently sloped slate-clad gable roof with two sets of stone chimneys flanking the east and west
pediments
Characteristics that contribute to the contextual value of Cambridge City Hall include:
• Location in the Civic Square area of Galt’s historic core
• Sitting within an enclosure of roadways and public space
• Prominence as a landmark with sightlines in all directions
• Close proximity to other historic buildings of the Galt central core
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[5167]

W005

W108

W208

D

+/-21'-8 1/2"(EXTG)
[6617]

W006

W109

W209

Cambridge Civic
Administration Building
Link

F

+/-2'-7 1/2"(EXTG)
[800]

E

Repair 2 East columns base with dutchmen repair.
Refer to Image 9 on A200 for scope of work

Refer to A200 for restoration
scope of work for the tower
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025

Image 13
Condition of corner of
cornice at pediment

REFERENCE IMAGES:

+/-106'-10 1/2"(EXTG)
[32576]

Joint locations

Image 14
Condition of corner of cornice at pediment

1
A202

First Floor Level

Second Floor Level

Scale: 1/8" = 1'-0"

East Elevation

Area of repointing.
(Allow for 6 sqft)

Refer to A200 for restoration
scope of work for the tower

+/-15'-1 1/8"(EXTG)
[4600]

W101

W201

Image 15
Mid-rail at window W104

7

6

Bird's nest

W002

W103

W203

Image 16
Window W206

+/-34'-1 5/8"(EXTG)
[10405]

W001

W102

W202

5

4

2

+/-16'-11 7/8"(EXTG)
[5180]

W003

W104

W204

Area for bird
netting.
Install
approx. 27
sqft. To be
fastened to
wood frame

W106

W206

+/-33'-10 1/2"(EXTG)
[10325]

W105

W205

Area for bird
netting.
Install
approx. 27
sqft. To be
fastened to
wood frame

Rebuild corner of cornice by replacing 6 boards within cove in
total, 3 boards on face, and 3 boards on return. Full board
replacement from joint to joint. Refer to Image 13 and 14. (Max
length of board 7'6")

3

1

Cambridge Civic
Administration
Building Link
Install new flashing at midrail.
Refer to detail 3/A400
(Image 15)

+/-64'-5 3/4"(EXTG)
[19652]
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026

1/A201
1/A401
3/A401

New painted storm window to be installed on interior side of the window.

No work

No work

W113

W114

No work

W204

Repair cracked sill with patching mortar.
Wood sill checking and dry. Rehydrate with linseed oil.
Reputty.

Replace bottom sash of window with matching wood type, profile and dimensions as existing.
Refer to image 3 for current condition.
Reputty.

No work

W213

W214

W215

Repair cracked sill with patching mortar.

Remove bird nest between wood muntins and vent louvres. Install bird netting over louvres and
window. Repair cracked sill

W211

W212

1/A200

Remove bird nest between wood muntins and louvres. Install bird netting over louvres only.
Repair cracked sill with patching mortar.

W210

1/A200

Image 3

1/A200

1/A200

1/A200

1/A200

1/A201

1/A201

1/A201

Image 12

1/A202

No work

Repair cracked sill with patching mortar.

No work

Remove bird nest and install new bird netting over area of louvres only.

1/A202

1/A202

W209

W208

W207

W206

Install new bird netting over area of louvres only.

1/A202

No work

W203

W205

1/A202

No work

W202

1/A202

No work

W201

2/A201

Replace wood sill of window with new sill to match existing in wood type, dimension and profile.
Reputty.

1/A200

1/A200

W200

No work

1/A200

No work

W112

W115

1/A200

No work

W111

1/A200

1/A200

No work

W110

1/A201

No work

1/A201

W109

New painted storm window to be installed on interior side of the window.

1/A201

No work

W107

W108

1/A202

No work

1/A202

W106

No work

1/A202
3/A400
Image 11

Install new flashing at mid-rail of window.
Reputty.

W104

W105

1/A202

1/A202

No work

No work

W103

W102

1/A202
2/A401
4/A401

2/A201

Repair cracked sill with patching mortar.
Replace rusted hinges with new hinges to match existing.
Reputty.

W100

New painted storm window to be installed on interior side of the window.

1/A200

No work

W009

W101

1/A200

No work

No work

W008

W007

W006

W005

1/A200

1/A201
1/A401
3/A401
1/A201
1/A401
3/A401

New painted storm window to be installed on interior side of the window.

New painted storm window to be installed on interior side of the window.

1/A202

No work

W003

W004

1/A202

DWG Reference
1/A202
2/A401
4/A401

No work

New painted wood storm window to be installed on interior side of the window.

Repair Strategy

W002

W001

Window #

WINDOW REPAIR SCHEDULE

NOTE: PROVIDE STORM WINDOWS AS A SEPARATE PRICE ITEM.

3
A-400

New pre-painted metal
flashing. Colour to
match frame.
Ice and water shield
over wood
New sloped blocking
to provide 2% slope

New sealant

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"

Proposed Window Section Detail

Scale: 3" = 1'-0"

Proposed Clock Section Detail

1"x 2" Wood blocking
(Shim provide 2% slope in
frame) Review shim
installation with Consultant
prior to finalizing slope for
clearance between the
second hand and frame of
clock.

Ice and water shield

2
A-400

11" 9]
[27

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

3
[76"
]

Column Base Detail

1
[27 1"
9]

New sealant

5
A-400

New pre-painted metal
flashing, 1/2" (12.7mm) up
clock face

Cut out return

2"
[50]
8 1/4"
[210]

1
A-400

Existing framing

Scale: 1" = 1'-0"

Clock Elevation Detail

Sealant

Cut out base
Replace with new of the same
dimension, profile as existing
Prior to installation paint all sides of
the repair pieces (prime coat,
minimum 1 finsih coat)
Re-install with glue and st. st. nails

Paint repair at column

Wood frame for bird netting

4
A-400

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

Cornice Detail

New pre-painted
metal flashing.
Colour to match
existing frame
colour

Existing downspout

Replace wood detail to match
existing in wood type,
dimension and profile. Allow
for full return replacement and
12" on front face

Existing
gutter

Ice and water shield
wrapped on wood
frame prior to flashing
installation

Sealant
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027

2'-2 1/2"
[672]

3'-5 7/8"
[1062]

5'-8 1/4"
[1734]

2
A401

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

Existing Window Elevation Detail- Condition 1 (W001)

4'-8"
[1422]

1. All dimensions to be checked on site.
2. Cut back wall at location of storm to confirm fastening surface.
3. Opening finishes to be made good prior to installation.
4. Paint finishing to be completed after window installation.

Construction Notes:

1
A401

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

EXISTING WALL

INTERIOR

Cut back drywall return
where blocking is required
for fastening

Sealant and backer rod

Removable frame stop

Painted blocking

Glazing stop

Existing window

Glazing stop

Removeable frame stop

Cut back drywall return where
blocking is required for fastening

Proposed Storm Window Section Detail- Condition 1 (W001)

EXISTING WALL

Painted wood sill

Countersunk screw and cup washer
painted out
Located 16" O.C. for entire perimeter

New painted blocking between existing
window and new storm window

Venting in upper and lower sash

Double thermal unit

INTERIOR

EXISTING WALL

Proposed Storm Window Jamb Detail- Condition 1 (W001)

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

EXTERIOR

Existing brick mold

3
A401

Existing brick mold

EXTERIOR

SASH ABOVE
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No.

028

2'-2 3/8"
[669]

5'-0 3/8"
[1535]

7'-2 3/4"
[2204]

2
A402
Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

Existing Window Elevation Detail- Condition 2 (W006)

4'-4 1/2"
[1334]

1. All dimensions to be checked on site.
2. Cut back wall at location of storm to confirm fastening surface.
3. Opening finishes to be made good prior to installation.
4. Paint finishing to be completed after window installation.

Construction Notes:

3
A402

1
A402

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

EXISTING WALL

Painted wood sill

Venting in upper and lower sash

Double thermal unit

INTERIOR

Existing window

Glazing stop

Removable frame stop

Cut back drywall return where
blocking is required for fastening

EXISTING WALL

Scale: 1 1/2" = 1'-0"

Proposed Storm Window Jamb Detail- Condition 2 (W006)

EXISTING WALL

Sealant and backer rod

Removable frame stop

Glazing stop

INTERIOR

Proposed Storm Window Section Detail- Condition 2 (W006)

Putty

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

SASH ABOVE
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

1

General

1.1

WORK TO A HISTORIC PROPERTY

Section 00 72 00
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

.1

The building to be worked on is a historic property and Work should be undertaken with care. The
property is designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. And all work is to be completed with the
appropriate methods and standards applied to heritage properties.

.2

As specified in individual specification sections trades are to have heritage project experience.

.3

Where replacement is specified to match original elements, the elements are to be fabricated as close as
possible to the original in all respects.

1.2

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

Commence work as specified in the Contract documents after written authorization is issued by the
Owner and proceed to ensure Work is completed fully in the specified time according to the Contract.

.2

Perform all work in accordance with the provisions of all applicable by-laws, ordinances, codes
regulations, authorities and standards.

.3

Limit access by work people to those areas of the site required for work of the Contract. Agree means of
access to areas of work with Owner before starting work.

.4

Notify Owner and Consultant if any work is proposed to be carried out outside normal working hours,
Monday to Friday, 9am-5pm.

.5

Request instructions, clarification or explanation from the Consultant of any discrepancies, errors or
omissions in the Contract Documents, or any doubts as to the meaning or intent of any part.

1.3

INSURANCES
.1

Refer to City of Cambridge requirements for insurance.

.2

Provide evidence of insurance and a current certificate of clearance from the Workers’ Compensation
Board, at the start of work.

.3

Submit copies of insurance policies for Owner’s review before contract is signed.

.4

With all applications for payment provide statutory declaration and current certificate of clearance from
the Workers’ Compensation Board.

1.4

LIAIBILITY INSURANCE
.1

Refer to City of Cambridge requirements for insurance.
END OF SECTION
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ALLOWANCES, ALTERNATIVES AND CREDITS

1.

General

1.1

CASH ALLOWANCES

1.3

.1

No cash allowances.

.2

Material and installation cash allowances shall include and provide payment for:
i.

Net cost of material

ii.

Applicable duties and taxes

iii.

Delivery to site

iv.

Handling site, including unloading, uncarting, storage and hoisting.

v.

Protection from damage by elements or otherwise.

vi.

Labour installation and finishing.

vii.

Other expenses required to complete installation.

Section 01 21 00
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

.3

Expend each allowance as directed by the Consultant.

.4

Cash allowances to be included in base Bid Price.

.5

Each cash allowance will be adjusted to actual cost as defined hereunder and contract price will be
amended accordingly by written order.

.6

Progress payments for work and material authorized under cash allowances will be made in accordance
with contract terms of payment.

.7

Contract Price and not cash allowance, includes contractor’s overhead and profit in connection with such
cash allowance.

ALTERNATIVES
1.

Will be accepted if the Consultant provides written approval.

2.

Any alternatives included in the bid are to be submitted in writing.

3.

Alternatives to be equivalent and equal to the specified products.

END OF SECTION
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MEASUREMENTS AND PAYMENTS

1

General

1.1

GENERAL
.1

1.2

Section 01 29 00
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

Read all of CCDC 2 2008 Contract forms and all amendments to CCDC 2 2008 .
MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT

.1

Pay and include in the cost of Work all government sales taxes, custom duties and excise taxes payable on
materials required for Work.

.2

Pay and include in the cost of Work all HST payable on materials and services required for execution of
Work.

.3

Prices included in the Contract shall be complete for the applicable Work, and shall include the following
costs for each price:
.1

Expenditures for wages and for salaries of workers, engineers, superintendents, draftspersons,
superintendents, time-keepers, accountants, expediters, clerks, guards and such other personnel
as may be approved, employed directly under the Contractor and while engaged on the
applicable Work at the site and expenditures for traveling and board allowances of such
employees when required by location of the applicable Work or when covered by trade
agreements and when approved; provided however, that nothing shall be included for wages or
salary of the Contractor if an individual, or of any member of the Contractor's firm if the
Contractor is a corporation, unless otherwise agreed to in writing.

.2

Expenditures for material used in or required in connection with the construction of the
applicable work, including material tests and mix designs required by the laws or ordinances of
any authority having jurisdiction.

.3

Expenditures for preparation, inspection, delivery, installation and removal of materials plant,
tools and supplies.

.4

Temporary facilities as required for the applicable work.

.5

Traveling expenses properly incurred by the Contractor in connection with the inspection and
supervision of the applicable work or in connection with the inspection of materials prepared or
in course of preparation for the applicable work and in expediting their delivery.

.6

Rentals of all equipment, whether rented from the Contractor or others, in accordance with
approved applicable insurance premiums thereon and expenditures for transportation to and
from the site of such equipment, costs of loading and unloading, cost of installation, dismantling
and removal thereof and repairs or replacements during its use on the applicable Work, exclusive
of any repairs which may be necessary because of defects in the equipment when brought to the
Work or appearing within Thirty (30) days thereafter.

.7

The cost of all expendable materials, supplies, light, power, heat, water and tools (other than
tools customarily provided by workers) less the salvage value at the completion of the applicable
Work.

.8

Assessments under the Worker's Compensation Act, the Unemployment Insurance Act, Canada
Pension Act, statutes providing for government hospitalization, vacations with pay or any similar
statutes; or payments on account of usual vacations made by the Contractor to his employees
engaged on the applicable Work at the site, to the extent to which such assessments or
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MEASUREMENTS AND PAYMENTS

Section 01 29 00
Page 2
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payments for vacations with pay relate to the Work covered by the specified price; and all sales
taxes or other taxes where applicable.

1.3

.9

The amounts of all subcontracts related to the specified price.

.10

Premiums on all insurance policies and bonds called for under this Contract as related to the
specified price.

.11

Royalties for the use of any patented invention on the applicable work.

.12

Fees for licenses and permits in connection with the applicable work.

.13

Duties and taxes imposed on the applicable work.

.14

Duties and taxes imposed on such other expenditures in connection with the applicable work as
may be approved.

.15

Provided always that except with the consent of the Owner, the above items of cost shall be at
rates comparable with those prevailing in the locality of the work.

.16

The Contractor and all subcontractors shall include any and all overtime costs that may be
incurred in the execution of the Work. The Owner will not be responsible for any costs due to
overtime work initiated by the Contractor and his sub-trades.

.17

Should it be necessary, due to special work conditions including requirements of the Owner, or in
order to complete the contract within the time specified, to carry on overtime work, the
Contractor shall furnish and pay for all necessary overtime and other requirements for same at
no additional cost to the Owner. Such work shall be carried out in strict conformity with all
applicable municipal regulations and the requirements of all authorities having jurisdiction.

PRICING OF CHANGES TO WORK
.1

Submit, with quotations for changes to work, detailed estimate sheets showing labour, materials and
equipment separately.

.2

Payment for use of small tools, travelling, preparations of price change submittals will be considered a
part of overhead.

1.4

APPLICATIONS FOR PAYMENT
.1

.2

Applications for Payment to the Consultant must be accompanied by:
.1

The Contractor’s Statement of Payment Progress Draw showing a schedule of values of various
trades and for various parts of the work in a format acceptable to the Consultant.

.2

At the start of the project a draft Progress Draw to be submitted for review and approval by the
Client and Consultant.

.3

From the second application onwards, a Statutory Declaration stating that all subcontractors and
their sub-contractors and suppliers have been paid to date and that there are no construction
liens outstanding or filed.

.4

A certificate of good standing from the Worker’s Compensation Board.

Co-ordinate progress billing with cost breakdown.
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.3

Include gross and net value of work completed during billing period.

.4

Include running total of gross and net value of work completed by the end of the billing period.

1.5

PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL PERFORMANCE
.1

In accordance with the requirements of The Construction Act updated 2019, and amendments, the
Contractor shall be responsible for publication of a Notice of Substantial Performance in the Daily
Commercial News and/or other periodicals deemed to meet the requirements of the Act.

.2

The Contractor shall be responsible for paying the cost of publishing the notice and shall provide to the
Consultant a copy of the issue of the publication in which the notice appeared as soon as it is available.

1.6

HOLDBACK
.1

Invoices paid under the contract will be subject to a 10% holdback in accordance with the Liens Act.

.2

Provide the Consultant with letters from all subcontractors/suppliers stating that they have paid in full
and have no further claims against the Owner under the Contract.

.3

Holdback will be released after required holding period and once the Consultant receives the letters
identified in item 1.6.2.
END OF SECTION
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PROJECT REQUIREMENTS

1.

General

1.1

ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT:
.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Provide administrative requirements for the proper coordination and completion of work, including
supervisory personnel, preconstruction conference and project meetings.

CO-ORDINATION AND CO-OPERATION
.1

The Contractor shall be responsible for the proper co-ordination of all subcontractors.

.2

Each subcontractor shall familiarize themselves with work of all other contractors to properly prepare
their work and make provisions to facilitate the work of others.

.3

Do not proceed with any work without consulting the drawings and specifications of all trades involved
in the work.

PRECONSTRUCTION MEETING
.1

Arrange a preconstruction meeting to discuss and resolve administrative and site management issues
within 10 working days after award of Contract.

.2

Attendance to include Owner, Consultant and subcontractors.

.3

Provide five working days notice before meeting. Location and time to be coordinated in advance with
the Owner and Consultant.

PROJECT MEETINGS
.1

Are to be conducted bi-weekly, on a regular schedule.

.2

Contractor responsible for preparing, in consultation with the Consultant, and distributing agenda two
working days prior to the scheduled meeting to the Owner, Consultant and subcontractor/suppliers
whose work is covered by agenda items.

.3

Contractor responsible for preparing and distributing minutes to all meeting participants and affected
parties. Minutes to be distributed three working days prior to the next site meeting. Attendance and
action items are to be clearly identified in minutes.

.4

Once a month an updated work schedule is to be included with minutes.

SCHEDULES
.1

1.6

Section 01 30 00
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

As required following schedules are to be prepared and distributed at the start-up of the project and
updated on a monthly basis.
.1

Work Schedule

.2

Submittal Schedule

.3

Schedule of Values

PROJECT RECORD DOCUMENTS
.1

Maintain on site, 2 sets of the following record documents; record actual revisions to the Work:
1.
Contract Drawings.
2.
Project Manual.
3.
Addenda.
4.
Change Orders and other modifications to the Contract.
5.
Reviewed shop drawings, product data, and samples.

2.

Record information concurrent with construction progress
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3.

1.7

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
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Record Documents and Shop Drawings: Legibly mark each item to record actual construction including,
but not limited to:
1.
Measured locations of internal utilities and appurtenances concealed in construction,
referenced to visible and accessible features of the Work.
2.
Field changes of dimension and detail.
3.
Details not on original Contract Drawings

CONTACTS
.1

Submit and post list of project contacts.

.2

Submit and post list of emergency telephone numbers and emails for individuals to be contacted in
case of emergency.

END OF SECTION
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1.

General

1.1

ADMINISTRATIVE

1.2

SUBMITTALS

Section 01 33 00
Page 1
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.1

This section specifies general requirements and procedures for contractor’s submissions of shop
drawings, product data, samples and mock-ups to Owner’s Representative for review. Submit promptly
and in orderly sequence to not cause delay in Work. Failure to submit in ample time is not considered
sufficient reason for an extension of Contract Time and no claim for extension by reason of such default
will be allowed.

.2

Do not proceed with work until relevant submissions are reviewed by Owner’s Representative.

.3

Review submittals prior to submission to Owner’s Representative. This review represents that necessary
requirements have been determined and verified, or will be, and that each submittal has been checked
and co-ordinated with requirements of Work and Contract Documents. Submittals not stamped, signed,
dated and identified as to specific project will be returned without being examined and shall be
considered rejected.

.4

Notify Owner’s Representative, in writing at time of submission, identifying deviations from
requirements of Contract Documents stating reasons for deviations.

.5

Verify field measurements and affected adjacent Work are coordinated.

.6

Contractor’s responsibility for errors and omissions in submission is not relieved by Owner’s
Representative’s review of submittals.

.7

Contractor's responsibility for deviations in submission from requirements of Contract Documents is not
relieved by Owner’s Representative review of submission, unless Owner’s Representative gives written
acceptance of specific deviations.

.8

Make any changes in submissions which Owner’s Representative may require consistent with Contract
Documents and resubmit as directed by Owner’s Representative. When resubmitting, notify Owner’s
Representative in writing of revisions other than those requested.

.9

Notify Owner’s Representative, in writing, when resubmitting, of any revisions other than those
requested by Owner’s Representative.

.10

Keep one reviewed copy of each submission on site.

SUBMITTALS
.1

Submit all shop drawings, samples and other items in accordance to this Section to the Lead Consultant
for distribution to the Consultant team.

.2

Submit to the Lead Consultant shop drawings, samples and other items in accordance to this Section.

.3

All submittals to the Consultant’s office to include prepaid carrying and all other charges.

.4

Submittals are to be clearly labelled with the Project Name, Date, and Identification of submittal
(material, supplier, etc.), Name of Contractor and whether it is first submittal or resubmittal.

.5

Allow five (5) working days for Owner’s Representative review of each submission.

.6

Submit electronic copy in PDF format of product data sheets or brochures for requirements requested in
Specification Sections and as requested by Owner’s Representative where shop drawings will not be
prepared due to standardized manufacture of product.

.7

Submit in good time to avoid delay. Allow for multiple Consultant reviews. And factor timing for
resubmittals.
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1.3

1.4

1.6
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SHOP DRAWINGS
.1

The term shop drawing includes drawings, diagrams, illustrations, schedules, performance charts,
product data, brochures and other data to be provided to illustrate portions of the Work.

.2

Shop drawings are to be submitted for Consultant review with reasonable promptness and in a sequence
not to cause delay in the Work.

.3

Allow enough time for submittal review and factor timing for resubmittals.

.4

Shop drawings shall be submitted legible. If drawings are deemed illegible they will be rejected.

.5

Submit one (1) electronic copy in PDF format of shop drawings for each requirement requested in
specification Sections and as Owner’s Representative may reasonably request.

.6

Shop drawings shall show materials, methods of construction and attachment or anchorage, erection
diagrams, connections and other details necessary to complete the work.

.7

The Consultant review is for the sole purpose of determining conformance with general design concept.
The review shall not mean that the Consultant approves the detail design inherent in the shop drawings;
responsibility shall remain with the Contractor. Review will not relieve the Contractor of their
responsibility for errors or omissions in the shop drawings or responsibility for meeting all requirements
of contract documents. The Contractor is responsible for dimensions to be confirmed and correlated at
the job site, for information that pertains solely to fabrication processes or to techniques of construction
and installation and for coordination of Work.

.8

Changes to the shop drawings made by the Consultant are not intended to change the Contract Price. If
Contractor deems the change impacts the value of work, it is to be stated in writing prior to fabrication
and installation of work.

SAMPLES
.1

1.5

SUBMITTALS

Provide material samples specified in trade sections on site for Consultant review.

PROGRESS PHOTOGRAPHS
.1

Contractor is responsible for taking photographs of the existing condition, during work and completion
of work.

.2

Photographs are to be supplied to the Owner at the end of the project. Photographs during the project
are to be available for review by the Owner at any time upon request.

.3

Photographs to be dated and location noted on the digital file or back of printed copy. Final submission
is to be provided on a thumb drive or DVD. The submission is to be clearly labelled with the Project
Name and date.

MOCK-UPS
.1

The following is a list of mock-ups required prior to work commencing for each item. This is not an
exhaustive list, refer to specific sections. Mock-ups may be requested by the Consultant on site during
construction that is not listed here.
.1

Wood Dutchmen repair

.2

Mortar joints

.3

1.

Cut out

2.

New joint

Window Painting
1.

Paint removal
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SUBMITTALS

2.

Prep

3.

Painting application

.4

Flashing at clock base

.5

Cornice
1.

Paint removal

2.

Prep

3.

Painting application

Section 01 33 00
Page 3
OCTOBER 2019

END OF SECTION
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1.

General

1.1

GENERAL:

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
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.1

Read all of CCDC 2 – 2008 and all amendments to CCDC 2 2008.

.2

Perform Work in accordance with the provisions of all applicable by-laws, ordinances, codes, regulations,
authorities and standards, including, but not limited to, the following:
.1

Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Hazardous Contaminants Branch;

.2

Construction Safety Act;

.3

Occupational Health and Safety Act;

.4

Workman’s Safety Insurance Act;

.5

Ontario Building Code;

.6

Other applicable codes and regulations.

.3

Reference to by-laws, ordinances, codes, regulations, authorities and standards, as well as contract
forms, manuals and instructions, shall be to the latest published editions at date of submission of Bid.

.4

Abide by the regulations of all authorities having jurisdiction.

.5

The "Contractor" referred to in the Contract Documents shall be considered as the "Constructor" named
in the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

.6

Meet or exceed requirements of specified standards, codes and referenced documents.

.7

Do not undertake Work, which is conditional on permits or approvals until certain that all conditions
necessary to obtain these are met. No time extension will be allowed for delay in obtaining necessary
permits.
END OF SECTION
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1.

General

1.1

GENERAL

1.2

Read all of CCDC 2 2008 and all amendments to CCDC 2 2008. For this section refer specifically to the
following:

.2

GC 2.3 Review and Inspection of Work

.3

GC 2.4 Defective Work.

MATERIALS MEASURING (CORROSION DOCUMENTATION)

.2
.3

.2
.3
.4
.5
.6

1.5

Independent inspection/testing agencies will be engaged by the Contractor for the purposes of testing
the original mortar.
Mortar testing to include for sieve test, assessment of binder type and proportions.
A report is to be provided to the consultants.

INSPECTION AND TESTING (3RD PARTY)
.1

1.4

Section 01 45 00
Page 1
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.1

.1

1.3

QUALITY CONTROL

Allow Owner’s Representative access to Work. If part of Work is in preparation at locations other than
Place of Work, allow access to such Work whenever it is in progress.
Give timely notice requesting inspection if Work is designated for special tests, inspections or approvals
by Owner’s Representative instructions.
If Contractor covers or permits to be covered Work that has been designated for special tests,
inspections or approvals before such is made, uncover such Work, have inspections or tests satisfactorily
completed and make good such Work.
Provide samples for testing as and when requested by the Consultant.
Employment of testing agencies does not relax the Contractor's responsibility to perform work in
accordance with the Contract Documents.
If defects are revealed by testing, the laboratory may request additional testing to ascertain full extent of
defect. Correct defects as advised by the Consultant at no cost to the Owner. Pay costs for re-inspection
and re-testing.

FIELD SAMPLES AND MOCK-UPS
.1

As required by other Sections or as requested, mock-ups of the work showing all materials, finishes as a
completed assembly.

.2

Locations, area and size to be reviewed prior to commencing mock-ups with the Consultant.

.3

Prepare mock-ups in a timely manner for Consultant review to not delay Work. Provide 48 hours notice
to Consultant for review of finished mock-ups.

.4

Approved mock-up to be used as the minimum standard for quality of work for similar work. Approved
mock-up may be used as part of the completed Work.

.5

Failure to prepare mock-ups in ample time is not considered sufficient reason for Contract time
extension. No claim for time extension with such reason will be allowed.

TOLERANCES
.1

Unless tolerances are otherwise specified in the Contract documents they are considered to be the
following:
.1
.2
.3
.4

“Plumb and level" means plumb and level within 1/8" in 10'-0".
"Square" means not in excess of 10 seconds lesser or greater than 90 degrees.
"Straight" means within 1/8" under a 10'-0" long straight edge.
Existing historic building fabric may not meet these tolerances. Do not attempt to make plumb
and level, square or straight any original heritage building fabric without approval by the
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QUALITY CONTROL

Section 01 45 00
Page 2
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Consultant.
1.6

DEFECTIVE WORK
.1

Defective work discovered before expiration of the warranty period specified in the Contract or if
extended by this Specification, will be made good by the Contractor, whether or not it has been
previously noted or scheduled during the Consultant’s inspection, at no cost to the Owner.

END OF SECTION
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1

GENERAL

1.0

PRODUCT HANDLING

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.6

Protection: maintain temporary facilities in proper and safe condition throughout work progress.

.2

Replacements: in the event of loss or damage, make all repairs and replacements necessary to the
approval of the Consultant and Owner at no additional cost to the Owner.

WATER SUPPLY
.1

Owner will provide an adequate pure water supply for scope of work to be carried out.

.2

Water supply will be coordinated upon award of the Contract.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
.1

Owner will provide an adequate electrical supply for scope of work to be carried out.

.2

Power source will be accessed from the interior. Further coordination upon award of the Contract.

.3

Provide temporary lighting required to carry out the work.

SANITARY FACILITIES
.1

The Contractor is permitted to use the sanitary facilities located in the building of Work.

.2

The Contractor is responsible for keeping the facilities clean, and in good working order.

PROTECTION DEVICES

1.8

Erect fencing, barricades, covered ways, tarpaulins, steps, and protection of all kinds for the protection of
the workmen working on the project, for protection of the surrounding property and the public in
accordance with local regulations.

PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
.1

Provide portable fire extinguishers throughout the work areas; conform with fire authority for locations.

.2

Maintain extinguishers to requirements of Canadian Fire Underwriters’ Association.

FIRST-AID FACILITIES
.1

1.7

Section 01 50 00
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

.1

.1

1.5

TEMPORARY FACILITIES

Contractor to provide first aid facilities in accordance with Workmen’s Compensation Act.

SCAFFOLDING AND SHORING
.1

Provide scaffolding and shoring for the proper execution of the Work. For the purposes of this section
hoists and cranes are considered part of the definition of scaffold.

.2

Construct and maintain scaffolding and shoring in a rigid, secure and safe manner. Erect scaffolding and
shoring without damage to the structure, landscape, telecommunications equipment, local municipalities
hydro installations or finishes independent of walls.

.3

Two (2) weeks prior to commencing with the work provide shop drawings. All shop drawings are to be
stamped and signed by a Profession Engineer licensed to practice in the Province of Ontario.

.4

Design and construct scaffolding in accordance with CAN/CSA S269.2-M.

.5

Remove scaffolding and shoring promptly when no longer required.

STORAGE AREA
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.1
1.9

Location for storage will be determined upon site review with the Owner, Consultant and Contractor for
best location for properly completing the Work.
Keep the work area broom and debris clear at all times and remove debris on a daily basis.

SITE OFFICE
.1

1.11

Section 01 50 00
Page 2
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CLEANING
.1

1.10

TEMPORARY FACILITIES

To be coordinated with the Owner at award of Contract. (Space is limited.)

PARKING
.1

Parking permits will be coordinated and provided by the Owner for the parking lot at Beverly and
Wellington St. Number of permits will be confirmed upon award of the Contract.

END OF SECTION
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1.

CONTRACT CLOSEOUT
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GENERAL

1.1

INSPECTION/TAKE OVER PROCEDURES

1.2

1.

Prior to application for Certificate of Substantial Performance, carefully inspect the Work and ensure it is
complete, that major and minor deficiencies are complete, defects are corrected and work area is clean.

2.

Notify Consultant in writing of completion of work. For inspection notify the Consultant 48 hours in
advance to request review.

3.

After Consultant review a list of deficiencies will be provided for correction of defects to be completed.

4.

When Consultant considers deficiencies and defects corrected and it appears the requirements of the
Contract have been performed, application for Certificate of Substantial Performance should be
submitted.

5.

Confirm to OAA/OGCA Document No. 100 for takeover procedures.

6.

Submit a final statement of accounting; including total adjusted Contract Price, previous payments and
remaining monetary values due.

WARRANTIES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
1.3

Furnish warranty certification and copies of warranties that extend beyond the one-year period required by
the General Conditions. Warranties submitted without warranty certification will not be accepted.
i.
Warranty Certification: Written certification from the warrantor that invoices for installation,
service, supplies, and warranty fees have been paid in full to persons or firms due payment, and
that the warranty is in effect and non-retractable due to any of the specified conditions.
Prepare printed Table of Contents and assemble warranty certifications and warranty copies in a binder
with a durable plastic cover.
Deliver the binder to the Consultant prior to final Application for Payment.
For items of Work delayed beyond date of Substantial Completion, provide updated submittal within 10
days after acceptance, indicating date of acceptance as start of warranty period.
Applications for final payment will not be approved until the warranty certification and warranty
documents are delivered to the Consultant.
CLEANING

1.

Remove tools, equipment, dirt, soiling and debris from Work area.

2.

Clean and sweep roofs, gutters, walkways, hard landscaping and soft landscaping. Ensuring that all debris
from construction is removed and area is in the same state as when work began.

END OF SECTION
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DISMANTLING AND PREPARATORY WORK

1

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.2

Section 02 41 00
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

Comply with requirements of Division 01.
PRE-START HEALTH AND SAFETY REVIEW

.1
1.3

Provide a Pre-Start Health and Safety Review in accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(Ontario), Regulation 851, as amended.
WORK INCLUDED

.1

1.4

Work under this section covers the requirements for demolition and preparatory Work including
dismantling, salvaging, relocating and removing wholly or in part various items designated on drawings or
required to be removed or partially removed for the Work of this Contract; demolition and preparatory
Work include but not limited to:
.1

Removal of rubbish, debris, and items resulting from Work of this Section,

.2

Dust control during the operations of the Work of this Section.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
.1

Visit and examine Site, review Site conditions, drawings and specification to ascertain the extent and
nature of Work of this Section. Note all characteristics and irregularities affecting the Work of this
Section.

.2

Arrange examination of existing building and property with the Owner and Consultant.

1.5

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

Comply with pertinent codes, regulations and insurance carriers providing coverage for the Work of this
Section.

.2

Execute Work of this Section in accordance with Occupational Health and Safety Act, Ontario Regulation
213/91, Construction Projects. Keep copy of Act at the Place of the Work at all times.

.3

Execute demolition Work in accordance with CAN/CSA S350.

.4

A review will be made after completion of Work of this section by Owner and Consultant to assess any
outstanding or remaining Work of this Section.

1.6

PROTECTION
.1

Use all means necessary to protect existing building and finish, and in the event of damage, immediately
make all repairs and replacements necessary to the acceptance of the Owner and Consultant, and at no
additional cost to the Owner.

.2

Provide protection required to enable existing building and equipment to remain in continuous and
normal operations, and maintain construction schedule.

.3

Erect barricades, covered ways, barriers, scaffolding, screens, notices and warning boards and maintain all
lights, signals and protection of all kinds for the protection of workers performing the Work, for the
protection of existing building, adjacent and adjoining properties, and for the protection of public and
building occupants.
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DISMANTLING AND PREPARATORY WORK
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Page 2
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.4

Prevent movement or settlement of adjacent Work. Provide and place bracing or shoring and be
responsible for safety and support of such Work. Be liable for any such movement or settlement, and any
damage or injury caused, and at no additional cost to the Owner.

.5

Cease operations and notify Owner and Consultant if safety of any adjacent buildings or structure appears
to be endangered. Take all precautions to support the structure. Do not resume operations until the
Work is reviewed by the Owner.

2

Products

2.1

MATERIALS
.1

General: Dismantled materials become Contractor's property. Remove materials from Site daily.

3

Execution

3.1

PREPARATION
.1

Notify the Owner and Consultant at least two full working days prior to commencing of the Work of this
Section.

.2

The drawings do not purport to show all objects existing on the Site.

.3

Schedule all Work in a careful manner with all necessary consideration for the requirements of the
Owner, their employees and the public.

.4

Avoid interference with the use of, and passage to and from, adjacent buildings and facilities.

.5

Before starting the operations, arrange with the appropriate trade concerned for the disconnection of all
utility services, affecting the Work.

.6

Preserve in operating condition all active utilities to remain.

3.2

DEMOLITION AND PREPARATORY WORK
.1

In order to afford the least interference with the operations of the existing building and to keep the risk of
fire to a minimum at all times, ensure that dismantled materials are continuously removed from the
buildings and grounds as they accumulate, that no hazard condition is left during non-working hours and
that full measures are taken to keep dust to a minimum and to confine what dust there is within the
working area.

.2

Maintain proper and safe means of fire exit from all zones of the existing building to the approval of the
authorities having jurisdiction.

.3

Confine operation to those parts of the buildings, which are to be altered or renovated. Do not damage
existing construction beyond that necessary for performance of new Work and repair such damage as
required.

.4

Carefully remove materials and equipment to be relocated for reuse in the new Work in re-usable
condition, transport and store on the Site where directed by the Owner and protected against damage.

.5

Do not undermine or damage existing structure, mechanical systems and electrical systems. Undermined,
damaged or endangered Work is to be made good at no additional cost to the Owner.
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DISMANTLING AND PREPARATORY WORK
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.6

Where cutting openings through existing walls, and roofs establish exact location of steel reinforcing and
services before holes are made. Be responsible for damage to existing reinforcement and be liable for
structural failure. Make good surfaces disturbed with materials to match existing.

.7

Dismantle Work into sections of practical size for removal without alteration or damage to the existing
building remaining in place.

.8

Upon completion of demolition, leave surfaces broom clean.

.9

Join and make good new Work to existing in such a manner that the joint is structurally sound and
inconspicuous.

.10

Cuts, breaks and other temporary openings into existing surfaces, which are required for installation or
application of new fixtures, fitments, materials or services shall be, at completion of Work, patched and
made good and finished to match surrounding finishes. Openings to allow passage of ducts shall be
closed tight to perimeters of duct at all locations where fire dampers are required.

.11

Where fireproofing membranes or coverings to existing structural steel members and open web steel
joists are disturbed, restore the fire protection with materials and methods acceptable by the authorities
having jurisdiction.

.12

Materials and other equipment not required for re-use shall not be stored or sold from the Site.

.13

Burning of materials on Site is prohibited.

.14

Maintain the existing building in a weather and watertight condition at all times.
END OF SECTION
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MASONRY POINTING

1.

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.1

1.2

.1

Pointing of deteriorated exterior mortar joints as noted in Contract documents.

.2

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of
scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost
associated with these items will not be paid for separately, but will be considered incidental to work of
this section.

.3

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.4

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria
shall apply.

.5

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction
Projects by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of Labour.

DEFINITIONS
.1

Raking: Removing loose/deteriorated mortar until solid and sound mortar is found. Including
the removal of pointing mortar from the face of the stone at the joint edge.

.2

Finish pointing: Removing deteriorated mortar from the joints of masonry wall to minimum
depth of 25mm (1”) measured from the face of the masonry unit and beyond the existing depth
of repointing. Then filling and finishing with new mortar.

.3

Back pointing: Removing deteriorated mortar joints beyond repointing depth specified to bring
mortar face to specified depth for raked joints in preparation of finish pointing.

.4

Tooling: Compressing and shaping the face of masonry joint with a special tool to provide final
contour.

Intent of the work of this section is to replace existing deteriorated, unsound mortar joints with a sound,
durable mortar joint.

UNIT PRICES
.1

1.5

As defined in CSA A371 “Masonry Construction for Buildings”:

INTENT OF WORK
.1

1.4

Comply with requirements of Division 1.

WORK INCLUDED

.1

1.3

Section 04 03 07
Page 1
OCTOBER 2019

For additional pointing outside scope identified on Contract documents.
.1

Repointing: price/linear foot.

.2

Back-pointing: price/linear foot.

REFERENCES
.1

CAN3-S304: Masonry Design for Buildings

.2

CSA A371: Masonry Construction for Buildings

.3

Annotated specifications for Restoration of Historic Masonry (Ministry of Citizenship and Culture,
Province of Ontario, Toronto, Canada, 1985)
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.4
1.6

1.9

1.10

1.11

NOT USED.
Perform the work in accordance with CAN 3-A370 and CAN3-A371.

QUALIFICATIONS
.1

The installer shall be a company specializing in heritage masonry work with a minimum of ten (10) years
proven experience for projects of similar size and complexity. Experience should include working on
heritage buildings, where integrating into existing masonry was required.

.2

All work to be completed by qualified and experienced trades people with minimum of ten (10) years
experience in the type of work specified.

.3

All work to be executed under the direction and continuous supervision of qualified mason.

.4

Use single masonry Contractor for all masonry work.

PRE-QUALIFIED MASONRY COMPANIES
.1

RoofTile Management (RTM),

.2

Robertson Restoration,

.3

Clifford Restoration Ltd

.4

Hunt Heritage

.5

Heritage Restoration

.6

Historic Restoration

MOCK-UP
.1

All masons to perform cutting out and pointing mock-ups for Consultant review. Only masons whom
receive written approval will be permitted to continue with the work.

.2

Mock-up intent is to confirm quality of cutting out, mortar colour, and tooling.

.3

Upon receipt of written confirmation from the Consultant, the mock-up may remain as part of the
finished work.

.4

The Contractor must receive written confirmation of the mock-up acceptance prior to commencing with
the work.

.5

Approved mock-ups shall serve as the standard to which all related work will be evaluated.

.6

Rejected mock-ups will be removed and disposed of at the expense of the Contractor.

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND PROTECTION
.1

1.12

Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction Projects

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

1.8

Section 04 03 07
Page 2
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SUBMITTALS
.1

1.7

MASONRY POINTING

Materials to be stored in accordance with section 04 90 00 Mortars.

WARRANTY
.1

The Contractor shall submit a warranty of the work of this section covering a period of not less than two
(2) years from the date of Substantial Performance of the Contract. Substantial completion shall be
determined by the Consultant and the Owner.

.2

Defective work shall include, but is not limited to, cracking, crumbling, loss of adhesion, loss of cohesion,
discolouration, premature deterioration and out of plane movement.
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1.13

1.14

1.15

.1

Execute the work when the ambient temperature is above four (4) degrees Celsius. When the ambient
temperature is below four (4) degrees Celsius, use care and heat as directed by the Consultant. Refer to
section 3.4.

.2

When temperature is below zero (0) degrees Celsius or below five (5) degrees Celsius and falling no
mortar is to be placed in open air.

.3

Refer to section 3.3 for cold and hot weather protections.

.4

Execute work according to manufacturer’s specifications. If the specifications herewith or manufacturers
are in conflict use the more stringent of the two.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
.1

The Contractor shall provide all required support to safely support all the loads.

.2

The decision to repoint the existing masonry is based on cracked, loose and crumbling mortar joints.
Should any other masonry deterioration be detected during the execution of the work that is unrelated
to the noted visual defects, immediately inform the Consultant.

.3

At the beginning of the work the Consultant and Contractor will review the building for joint
deterioration to determine exact areas of work. These areas will be recorded and updates of the
quantities will be maintained for costing purposes.

.4

Study pointing styles and methods for reproducing them before starting the work.

.5

Examine horizontal and vertical joints to determine which were struck first and whether they are the
same style, as well as the other aspects of workmanship, which establish the authenticity of the original
work.

ALTERNATIVES
NOT USED.

2.

Products

2.1

MANUFACTURERS
.1

Refer to section 04 03 08 Mortars.

MATERIALS
.1

2.3
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ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

.1

2.2

MASONRY POINTING

Refer to section 04 03 08 Mortars.

EQUIPMENT
.1

Chisels: all cutting out of joints to be done with hammer and chisel, unless otherwise specified.

.2

All masons to use identical jointing tools.

.3

Brushes: fibre-bristle or plastic. No metal bristle brushes to be used.

.4

Power tools: hand held rotary saws and grinding disks to be used only when specified in section 3.0
Execution.

3.

Execution

3.1

EXAMINATION
.1

Verify that surfaces and conditions are ready to accept the work of this section.

.2

Commencing with the installation means acceptance of the existing substrates by the Contractor.
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PREPARATION
.1

Protect adjacent finished materials from marking or damage due to the work.

.2

Seal and protect all openings, doors, windows and adjacent areas to minimize the potential for damage
and the spread of dust, water or other materials into the building or adjacent sidewalks and properties.

.3

All projections should be covered with rigid protection, secured into the joints for the duration of the
work.

.4

Provide and install the safety devices and signs near the work area.

.5

Install temporary shoring, bracing or other supports as necessary to support loading in the area of work.

.6

The top surface of uncompleted masonry and openings in the building during the work shall be
completely covered and protected with non-staining waterproofing covers when the construction is not
in process.

.7

Ensure workers have appropriate protection from dust and debris during the cutting out of joints.

COLD AND HOT WEATHER PROTECTION
.1

3.4

MASONRY POINTING

Refer to section 04 03 08 Mortars for requirements of this section.

PROTECTION
.1

Protect new work from damage by weather. At end of each day or shutdown period, cover exposed
areas of new work with canvas or strong waterproof non-staining membrane to prevent water from
entering partially completed work, and secure to prevent lifting during high winds.

.2

Contractor must maintain the exterior walls watertight at all times to prevent moisture penetration into
the wall fabric. The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs associated with damage associated with
moisture penetration resulting from inadequate protection as determined by the Consultant.

MORTAR REMOVAL
.1

Mortar is defective when it is cracked, spalled, chalked, void or otherwise crumbling and previously
pointed with hard cement and sand mortar.

.2

Consultant Review
.1

The Contractor shall provide access, permit inspection, correct any defects and obtain written
approval of all raked joints prior to commencing with the pointing.

.3

Where mortar is found to be defective beyond the specified raking depth, the Contractor shall continue
raking until solid mortar is encountered. Remove all loose mortar, dirt and other undesirable material.

.4

Be aware that additional raking beyond specified depths will be necessary and that voiding can be
expected. Back pointing will be required at these locations prior to repointing.

.5

If masonry unseats or the bond is broken, remove the unit and reset in accordance with the work
outlined in this section.

.6

Do not cut out sound adjacent joints. Leave in their existing condition.

.7

Tools and Techniques
.1

Tools used for cutting out of the mortar joints shall be narrower than the joint.

.2

Cutting out of the joint shall be performed using the following techniques:
.1

Partial cutting out of the horizontal joints - Hand held rotary saws or any type of
grinding disk are permitted provided that a robust dust collection system is put in place
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to collect dust. And a qualified mason oversees work. Start cut in centre of joint max.
13mm width and cut to full depth required.

.8

.9

.3

Final cutting out of remaining horizontal mortar joints to specified depth and cutting
out of vertical joints to be completed using hand tools.

.4

Vertical joints are not to be cut out with power tools – use hand tools only, unless
otherwise noted or approve.

All mortar should be removed on the masonry surfaces to a square surface of existing mortar at
the back of the joint.

.4

All loose particles in the mortar joints shall be removed with compressed air and left open for
review by the Consultant.

Damage
.1

The Contractor shall take all reasonable precautions in order to prevent damage to the masonry
units resulting from the removal process.

.2

Such damage to the masonry includes but is not limited to the widening of the joints, nicks,
gouges, and chipped or scratched surfaces from the cutting out tools due to improper
workmanship.

.3

The Contractor shall replace or repair all damaged units to the satisfaction of the Consultant
with no change in the contract price or schedule.

Depth of Raking
The depth of the raking shall be carried out to at least twice the width of the joint to a minimum
depth of 25mm (1”) measured from the face of the masonry unit and beyond the existing depth
of repointing.

Cleaning of Joint
.1

3.6

Cutting out to stop short of end of joint to avoid over cutting. If over cutting is found
Consultant will cease approval to use power tools and removals will need to be
completed with hand tools only.

.3

.1

.10

.2

With brush and medium-pressured compressed air clean joints of debris.

BACK POINTING OF JOINTS
.1

Obtain written acceptance from the Consultant of the raked out work prior to commencing with pointing
operations.

.2

Where the cut out joints are deeper than raking out depths specified, back point joints to bring the
mortar face to the specified depth for raked out joints in preparation of finish pointing. Fill with mortar
voids that cannot be filled with conventional back pointing.

.3

Clean by mechanical fan blower surfaces of joint while not damaging the texture of the exposed joints.

.4

Immediately prior to pointing, thoroughly wet the joints in order to control absorption.

.5

Allow water to soak into masonry and mortar, leaving no standing water but remaining wet. Should the
surfaces dry prior to pointing, the joints should be wet.

.6

For back pointing, fill all joints full with pointing mortar. Compact the mortar firmly into the joints to
ensure positive adhesion to all inner surfaces. Place mortar in layers, with a maximum depth of 13mm
(1/2”). Each layer should be set to thumb print hard before placing the next layer. Bring the face of
the mortar in back pointed joints to the specified depth for raked out joints, measured from the face of
the masonry unit. Leave the joint ready for the final pointing.
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3.7

Prevent the mortar from being placed or smeared onto the face of the masonry to minimize the
potential for staining during back pointing.

.8

Keep the work area clean; remove all droppings as the work proceeds, and again at the end of each day.

POINTING OF JOINTS
.1

Obtain the Consultant’s written acceptance of raked out and back pointed work prior to commencing
with the pointing operation.

.2

Prevent the mortar from being placed or smeared on to the face of the stone to minimize the potential
for staining on the faces during the pointing.

.3

Clean by mechanical fan blower surfaces of joint while not damaging the texture of the exposed joints.

.4

Immediately prior to pointing, thoroughly wet the joints in order to control absorption.

.5

Allow water to soak into masonry and mortar, leaving no standing water but remaining wet. Prior to
pointing, the joints should be wet.

.6

Fill all bed and head joints full with pointing mortar, compact joints firmly to ensure positive adhesion to
all inner surfaces.

.7

Thoroughly compact the mortar into the joints.

.8

At initial set, finish neatly the joints to match the existing pointing style. Do not over work joints.

.9

Head joints to be tooled first.

.10

Keep the work area clean; remove all droppings as the work proceeds, and again at the end of each day.

.11

Protection at Completion

.12

3.9
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.7

.1

3.8

MASONRY POINTING

Cut out and replace all joints that dry prematurely and are lighter than the surrounding joints
and have shrinkage cracks.

Upon daily completion of pointing, cover exposed areas of new work with canvas and secure to prevent
lifting during high winds to ensure appropriate curing times.

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
.1

All shop and field materials and workmanship shall be subject to review by the Owner or the Owner’s
Representative at all times. These reviews shall not relieve the Contractor from the obligations to
provide materials conforming to all requirements of the contract documents.

.2

Promptly remove any defective, damaged, or otherwise rejected material from the site. Installed
materials which are damaged, or which in the opinion of the Owner do not conform to the contract
documents, shall be removed and replaced with acceptable material at no additional cost to the Owner.

CLEANING
.1

Clean masonry as work progresses using soft, clean cloths within few minutes after being placed. Upon
completion, when mortar has set, so that it will not be damaged by cleaning, clean with soft sponge or
brush and clean water. Polish with soft, clean cloths.

.2

All holes in the mortar joints shall be filled with mortar and tooled.

.3

Dry brush the masonry surfaces at the end of each days work and after the final pointing.

.4

Completed wall sections to be washed down from top to bottom once pointing hardens. Allow 3 days for
initial hardening of mortar.

.5

Remove all equipment and materials from the site upon completion of the work. Surfaces damaged
during the course of the work shall be replaced by the Contractor at no cost to the Owner.
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END OF SECTION
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MORTARS

1.

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.1

1.2

1.3
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.

WORK INCLUDED
.1

Mortars for pointing of deteriorated mortar joints.

.2

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of
scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost
associated with these items will not be paid for separately, but will be considered incidental to work of
this section.

.3

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.4

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria
shall apply.

REFERENCES
.1

CSA A179: Mortar and Grout for Unit Masonry Mortar

.2

CAN/CSA-A5/A8/A362-93 Portland Cement/Masonry Cement/Blended Hydraulic Cement

.3

ASTM C109/C109-M95 Compressive strength for Hydraulic Cement Mortars

.4

ASTM C185-95 Air Component of Hydraulic Cement

.5

ASTM C780-96 Preconstruction and Construction evaluation of mortars for plain and reinforced unit
masonry

.6

ASTM C207-79(1988) Specification for Hydrated Lime for masonry

.7

CSA A82.56-[1950(R1971)] Aggregate for Masonry Mortar

.8

CSA A82.56.M1976 Aggregate for Masonry Mortar

.9

Air Entraining admixture: to CAN3-A266.1-M78

.10

CAN3-S304: Masonry Design for Buildings

.11

CSA A371: Masonry Construction for Buildings

.12

Annotated specifications for Restoration of Historic Masonry (Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, Province
of Ontario, Toronto, Canada, 1985)

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
.1

.2

Average mortar compressive strengths (after 28 days cured)
.1

M type – 17.2 MPa

.2

S type – 12.4 MPa

.3

N type – 5.2 MPa

.4

O type – 2.5MPa

.5

K type – 0.5MPa

If mortar fails to meet 7 day compressive strength requirements, but meets 28 day requirements, it is to
be accepted. If mortar fails to meet 7 day compressive strength requirements, but strength at 7 days
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exceeds two thirds value required for 7 day strength, the Contractor may elect to continue work at their
own risk, while waiting results of 28 day test, or opt to take down work affected and redo the work.
1.4

1.5

SUBMITTALS
.1

Sample of freshly broken non-weathered mortar from original masonry pointing.

.2

Sample mortar patties for matching with original mortar.

.3

Approved sample will become standard material. Substitutions are not to be made unless written approval
is provided by the Consultant.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

Perform the work in accordance with CAN 3-A370 and CAN3-A371.

QUALIFICATIONS
.1

All work to be completed by qualified and experienced trades people with minimum of ten (10) years
experience in the type of work specified. Experience should include working on heritage buildings, where
integrating into existing masonry was required.

.2

All work to be executed under the direction and continuous supervision of qualified mason.

.3

One experienced and competent mason will be in charge of all mortar mixing for the duration of the work.

.4

Use single masonry Contractor for all masonry work.

MOCK-UP
.1

Provide sample of pointing mortar proportioned to represent the final mix formula and amount of pigment
one (1) week prior to commencing with the work at a location agreed with the Consultant to show the
mortar colour, aggregate proportions and tooling of the mortar joints. The mock-up shall be at least 1m
by 1m in area. And cured to reflect final appearance.

.2

Upon receipt of written confirmation from the Consultant, the mock-up may remain as part of the finished
work.

.3

The Contractor must receive written confirmation of the mock-up acceptance prior to commencing with
the work.

.4

Approved mock-up shall serve as the standard to which all related work will be evaluated.

.5

Rejected mock-ups will be removed and disposed of at the expense of the Contractor.

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND PROTECTION
.1

Provide weather protection and construction protection in accordance with CAN3-S304.

.2

Store cementitious materials in accordance with CSA-A5-93.

.3

Store aggregate in accordance with A179-94.

.4

Keep the materials dry and protected from the weather, freezing and contamination.

.5

Ensure that the labels and seals on all materials are intact upon delivery.

.6

Remove rejected, deteriorated, frozen or contaminated materials from the site.

WARRANTY
.1

The Contractor shall submit a warranty of the work of this section covering a period of not less than two
(2) years from the date of Substantial Performance of the Contract. Substantial completion shall be
determined by the Consultant and the Owner.
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1.10

1.11

MORTARS

Defective work shall include, but is not limited to, cracking, crumbling, loss of adhesion, loss of cohesion,
discolouration, premature deterioration and out of plane movement.

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

Execute the work when the ambient temperature is above four (4) degrees Celsius. When the ambient
temperature is below four (4) degrees Celsius, use care and heat as directed by the Consultant.

.2

When temperature is below zero (0) degrees Celsius or below five (5) degrees Celsius and falling no mortar
is to be placed in open air.

.3

Refer to sections 3.4 and 3.5 for cold and hot weather protection.

ALTERNATIVES
.1

Alternative products may be accepted. Alternatives to be formally submitted for review by the Consultant.

2.

Products

2.1

MANUFACTURERS
.1

White Cement:
.1

.2

Federal White Cement Ltd., Woodstock, Ontario. Tel 800-265-1806

Lime Putty:
.1

.3
.4

Graymount Dolime (OH) Inc., P.O. Box 158 Genoa, OH, USA 43430-0158. Tel 800-433-0036

Pigments:
.1

Harcros Pigments, Etobicoke, Ontario. Tel 416-251-1161

Hydraulic Lime:
.1

2.2
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St. Astier Hydraulic Lime

MATERIALS
.1

Water: to be potable and free of salts and other impurities.

.2

White cement: to be non-staining Portland cement to CSA-A5-93.

.3

Lime: to be fully slaked dolomitic lime (magnesium carbonate), comply with ASTM C1489, Niagara Mature
Lime Putty.

.4

Pigment: inorganic mineral oxide type.

.5

Aggregate: sharp, well-graded, washed masonry sand to match existing mortar colour, texture and particle
size range, comply with CSA 179:2004 (R2014).

.6

Masonry sand to comply with CSA 179:2004 (R2014), following table.
ISO Sieve Size

Fine Aggregate (sand), % Passing

5mm

100

2.5mm

90-100

1.25mm

85-100

630μm

65-95

315μm

15-80

160μm

0-35
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2.3

2.4

Mix masonry and concrete sand 2:1 respectively to provide aggregate to match existing character.

.8

Air entrainment: to be added to pointing mortar only, in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendation
to maximum of 7% by volume.

MIXES

.1

Back-pointing: TYPE N: 1 white cement: 1 lime: 6 sand + air entrainment

.2

Final pointing: TYPE O: 1 white cement: 2 lime: 9 blended sand + air entrainment

.3

Pointing below grade and within 900mm of grade: TYPE N: 1 white cement: 1 lime: 6 sand + air
entrainment

PIGMENTS
The colour of the mortar shall match the existing. Colouring pigments shall be used in accordance with
the manufacturer’s written recommendations.
.1

Acceptable product: Inorganic mineral oxide colouring pigments as supplied by Elementis
Pigments Inc. Toronto, ON. A sample of the mortar shall be provided to the Consultant prior to
commencement of the work

.2

Liquid pigments are not acceptable.

3.

Execution

3.1

EXAMINATION

3.3

Section 04 03 08
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.7

.1

3.2

MORTARS

.1

Verify that surfaces and conditions are ready to accept the work of this section.

.2

Commencing with the installation means acceptance of the existing substrates by the Contractor.

.3

The Contractor shall commence with the pointing upon receipt of approval by the Consultant in writing.

PREPARATION
.1

Ensure protection is installed in mortar mixing area to avoid marking or damage due to the work.

.2

Mortar mix station to be set-up to ensure secure, dry area for materials, and clean and protected area for
mixing.

COLD WEATHER PROTECTION
.1

In ambient temperature below 4 deg C (40 deg F), use heat and maintain temperature of masonry
materials. Protect completed work from freezing to satisfaction of the Consultant. Heat and maintain
temperature of masonry materials to at least 4 deg C (40 deg F), but not more than 48 deg C (120 deg F),
and maintain air temperature above 4 deg C (40 deg F) on both sides of masonry for period of at least 72
hours.

.2

Do not use scorched sand. Do not use salts or anti-freezes. Use approved smokeless heaters.

.3

Heat water to a minimum temperature of twenty (20) degrees Celsius and a maximum of thirty (30)
degrees Celsius.

.4

Use warm water and use less mix water in winter; cover sand to keep dry; heat sand and ensure no frozen
lumps; use small batches; provide temporary heat and weather protection enclosure at area of masonry
work; cover top of all unfinished work to prevent water or ice getting into masonry work.

.5

When the temperature is ten (10) degrees Celsius or less, store cements and sands for immediate use
within a heated enclosure. Allow these materials to reach a minimum temperature of ten (10) degrees
Celsius or a temperature that is in equilibrium with the air in the enclosure.
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3.5

3.6

MORTARS
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At the time of the use, the temperature of the mortar is to be a minimum of fifteen (15) degrees Celsius
and a maximum of thirty (30) degrees Celsius.

HOT WEATHER REQUIREMENTS
.1

Do plan for hot weather construction. Protect freshly pointed areas from drying too rapidly, by means of
waterproof, non-staining coverings.

.2

No masonry work to be completed at temperatures above twenty-seven (27) degrees Celsius unless work
area is shaded and new mortar is protected with water-misted burlap.

.3

Do not over mix mortar materials; do not re-temper mortar after 2 hours of use; do not re-temper pigment
coloured mortar.

.4

Do not mix cement with water or with aggregate or with water-aggregate mixtures having a temperature
higher than thirty (30) degrees Celsius.

MIXING OF WHITE CEMENT LIME MORTARS
.1

Accurately proportion cement, lime and sand using a clean side of measuring box, or plastic pail for each
material. Use different measuring instrument for each material. Do not use shovels for batching.

.2

First mix putty and sand together for approximately 5 min without adding water.

.3

If required, mix cement and pigment for 3 minutes.

.4

Add small quantities of water until mix reaches plastic state that’s just wet enough to hang on trowel.
Ensure mix is not over wetted. Record amount of water required and mark on container for subsequent
batching to maintain correct consistency.

.5

Continue to mix for additional 10 min, minimum.

.6

Between batches clean mixing boards and mechanical mixing machines.

.7

Mixed mortar to be used within 2 hours of mixing. Do not re-temper mortars once 2 hours is elapsed.

.8

Masons are not to over wet or use too wet mortar mix. Only replace water lost through evaporation by
using a spray bottle of water.

COLOURING OF MORTARS
.1

New mortars to match existing mortar. Use freshly broken unweathered original mortar to match.

.2

Use aggregate colour to achieve mortar match as much as possible. Record amount of aggregate required
and mark container for future mixing consistency.

.3

If pigment is required, use to tone down white of cement and lime. Use minimum amount of pigment
required to achieve colour match. Do not exceed 10% by volume of pigment to mortar. Record amount of
pigment required and mark container for future mixing consistency.

END OF SECTION
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ROUGH CARPENTRY

1

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.2
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.
PRE-START HEALTH AND SAFETY REVIEW

.1
1.3

Provide a Pre-Start Health and Safety Review in accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(Ontario), Regulation 851, as amended.
WORK INCLUDED

.1

Work under this section consists of the furnishing of labour, materials, equipment, and services necessary
for the complete and proper installation of rough carpentry, including but not limited to:
.1

wood blocking as required,

.2

nailing and furring strips as required,

.3

rough hardware including nails, spikes, staples, bolts, nuts, washers, screws, clips, strap iron,
hardware, required for the completion of Work,

and related Work as shown on the drawings or specified herein.
1.4

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

Lumber: To bear the grading stamp of an agency certified by the Canadian Lumber Administration Board
and NLGA.

2

Products

2.1

MATERIALS
.1

Framing Lumber: To the requirements of Standard Grading Rules for Canadian Lumber of National Lumber
Grades Authority the (NLGA) with latest supplements, approved by the Canadian Lumber Standards
Administrative Board.

.2

Lumber for structural components to be of species and grade specified, well seasoned, processed and
stamped at mill with appropriate grade markings.

.3

Framing, Furring, Strapping, Blocking:
.1

.4

.5

Spruce, 122c, Standard light framing, except as otherwise specified.

Wood Preservative:
.1

To CAN/CSA 080. Green coloured copper napthenate or 5% pentachlorophenol solution, water
repellent preservative.

.2

Cut, bore and trim members to sizes required as much as possible prior to treatment.

Fire Retardant Treatment:
.1

Flamespread, fuel contributed and smoke developed ratings of 25 or less, Dricon fire retardant
chemicals by Hickson Building Products Ltd. No substitutions allowed. Provide colour dye
identification in chemical fire retardant treatment for treated wood to be concealed in the final
Work.

.6

Plywood: To CSA O121. 19 mm thick, unless indicated otherwise. Exterior grade where required,
Douglas Fir plywood, veneer core, Select Sheathing - Tight Face, unsanded, "B" faces.

.7

Rough Hardware: To CAN/CSA B111, galvanized.
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.1

.8

ROUGH CARPENTRY

Provide rough hardware including nails, spikes, staples, bolts, nuts, washers, screws, clips, strap
iron and including hardware for temporary enclosures. Provide annular or spiral nails for
plywood; provide sprial nail for other application.

Bolts, Lag Screws, Anchors, Special Fastening Devices and Supports complete with washers: Hot-dip
galvanized to CAN/CSA G164,
.1

Bolts and Nuts: To ASTM A307, Grade A. Regular hexagon head type.

.2

Machine Screws: Steel type.

.3

Wood Screws: Flat head, steel type.

.4

Plain Washers: Round steel type.

.5

Lock Washers: Helical spring, steel type.

.6

Lag Bolts: Square head type.

.7

Concrete/Masonry Anchoring Devices:
.1

Expansion Shields: Steel.

.2

Toggle Bolts: Tumble wing type, of class, style and size as required.

3

Execution

3.1

CONSTRUCTION
.1

.2

General Workmanship:
.1

Cooperate with other Sections in advance and build-in or make provisions for installation of
other Work of other Sections.

.2

Accurately cut and fit, erect in proper position, true to dimensions; align and level, square,
plumb, adequately brace and secure permanently in place. Join Work only over solid backing.

.3

Bore holes for bolted Work true to line and same size as bolts, drive into place for snug fit, use
plate or washer to prevent nut from bearing directly on wood, and turn up nuts and bolts and lag
screws tight at time of installation and again immediately before being concealed with other
Work or at completion of Work.

Rough Hardware:
.1

.3

3.2

Provide nails of sufficient length with at least half the length of nail penetrating into the second
member. Minimize splitting of wood members by staggering nails in the direction of the grain
and keep nails 25 mm from edges.

Blocking:
.1

.4
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Provide all rough carpentry Work where required, whether specifically shown or not. Secure in
place with galvanized steel sleeve and self-drilling screws as required, level and plumb.

Wood Preservative:
.1

Use preservative pressure treated lumber and plywood for all components in contact with
concrete and masonry.

.2

Where it is necessary to cut, bore or otherwise alter pressure treated components in the field,
treat cut surfaces with heavy coat of wood preservative, prior to installation of components.
Apply preservative in accordance with manufacturer's written instructions.

CLEANING
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ROUGH CARPENTRY
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Upon completion of Work of this Section, thoroughly broom clean all surfaces connected with the Work
of this Section.
END OF SECTION
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1.

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.

WORK INCLUDED

1.2

1.3

FINISH CARPENTRY

.1

New wood trims, casings for windows

.2

Restoration of existing woodwork

.3

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of
scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost
associated with these items will not be paid for separately, but will be considered incidental to work of
this section.

.4

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.5

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria
shall apply.

.6

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction
Projects by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of Labour.

REFERENCES

.1

References and industry standards listed in this Section are applicable to the Work. Unless
more restrictive criteria or differing requirements are explicitly stated in the Specifications, or
mandated by governing codes or regulations, the recommendations, suggestions, and
requirements described in the referenced standards shall be deemed mandatory and
applicable to the Work.
1.
Comply with the applicable provisions of the "Architectural Woodwork Standards" (First
Edition-2009) (AWS) except as otherwise specified herein. References to "Premium",
"Custom" and "Economy" Grades herein, shall be as defined in that Standard.
.2
Lumber Standard: AWS Section 3.
.3
Preservative Treatment Standard: American Wood Protection Association Standard
(AWPA) U1-02
.4
Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) - Architectural Woodwork Quality Standard
.5 American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) -E84 Standard Test Method for
Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials
.6
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) - ANSI A108.1

1.4

SUBMITTALS
.1
Not used.

1.5

MOCK-UPS
.1

For each repair type, construct a typical mock-up one (1) week prior to commencing with the
work at a location agreed with the Consultant.

.2

Upon receipt of written confirmation from the Consultant, the mock-up may remain as part of
the finished work.
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.3
The Contractor must receive written confirmation of the mock-up acceptance prior to
commencing with the work.

1.6

1.7

1.8

.4

Approved mock-up shall serve as the standard to which all related work shall be evaluated.

.5

Rejected mock-ups will be removed and disposed of at the expense of the Contractor.

QUALIFICATIONS
.1

The fabrication and install of new woodwork shall be a company specializing in woodwork with
a minimum of ten (10) years proven experience for projects of similar size and complexity.

.2

The wood restoration shall be completed by a company specializing in wood restoration work
with a minimum of ten (10) years proven experience for projects of similar size and complexity.

.3

Use single wood restoration company for all wood restoration work.

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND PROTECTION
.1

Store materials and completed fabricated wood items in a dry, well ventilated area completely
protected from the weather. Comply with temperature and humidity requirements for
storage and installation as specified in the applicable quality standards.

.2

Protect sanded and prefinished surfaces during handling and installation. Keep such surfaces
covered with polyethylene film or other suitable protective covering.

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.9

Environmental Requirements: Maintain constant minimum temperature of 15.5 degrees C
and maximum relative humidity of 55 percent in spaces to receive the Work of this Section.

LEAD-CONTAINING PAINT
.1

General: Perform all work that disturbs lead-containing paint (LCP), handle all material that
involves lead-containing paint, and transport and dispose of all lead-containing paint and
residue in compliance with all applicable federal, provincial, and local laws and regulations for
identification, removal, labeling, handling, containerization, transportation, and disposal of
lead-containing material including, but not limited to, those referenced herein.

.2

Refer to Guidelines for lead-paint abatement, Appendix A in the Contract Documents.

2.0

Products

2.1

MATERIALS
.1

Lumber: Kiln-dried to 12 percent average moisture content

.2

Fasteners:
1.

Nails, Spikes, and Staples: Size and type to suit application; non-ferrous metal or
galvanized steel for exterior locations, high humidity locations, treated wood, and wood
to receive transparent finishes.

2.

Bolts, Nuts, Washers, Lags, and Screws: Medium carbon steel; size and type to suit
application; galvanized for exterior locations, high humidity locations, and treated wood.

3.

Anchors: Toggle bolt type for anchorage to hollow masonry; expansion shield and lag
bolt type for anchorage to solid masonry or concrete; galvanized steel or stainless steel.
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FINISH CARPENTRY
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.1

Comply with AWS Sections 6 and/or 12 as applicable, and as otherwise specified herein.

.2

Exterior Woodwork:
.1

Restoration: replacement wood to match existing in species, grade and cut.

.2

For existing wood restoration the intent is that all existing woodwork will be repaired and
replaced, where necessary. If required, new wood shall be used to replace the existing
at the direction of the Consultant. All replacement material shall match the existing wood
species, grade and cut.

.3

New: Sapele, quarter cut, Select Grade, B and Better

2.3

GENERAL
.1
Lumber shall be of sound stock, solid wood without finger joints or other joints within
members, thoroughly seasoned, and kiln-dried to a moisture content not exceeding 8 percent.
.2
Wood shall be free from defects or blemishes on surfaces exposed to view that will show after
paints and finishes have been applied. Materials that do not comply with specifications for
quality and grade, are in any way defective, or are otherwise not in proper condition will be
rejected.
.3
Preservative treatment shall be used for new wood after machining.
.4
Finger-jointed stock may be used for interior casing and trim only where scheduled to be
painted.

2.4

WOOD ELEMENT TOLERANCES

2.5

.1

Tolerance on any face dimension is + or – 1 mm.

.2

Tolerance on thickness is + or – 1 mm.

.3

Maximum variation from true plane on flat surface is 0.8 mm.

.4

Maximum variation on edge straightness is 0.8 mm.

WOOD FASTENERS
.1

2.6

ADHESIVES
.1

2.7

Screws: Corrosion resistant self-tapping #8 wood screws. Length to suit application – at least
2 times the thickness of wood being secured.
Adhesive for Dutchman Repairs: two-part, low-viscosity liquid epoxy, designed for use with
wood.

FABRICATION
.1

Mill assemble items to largest sizes practicable, to minimize field cutting and jointing. Allow
for cutting and fitting where necessary to fit at the Site.

3.0

Execution

3.1

EXAMINATION
.1

Verification of Conditions: Examine substrate conditions and surfaces upon which finish Work
is to be installed. Do not proceed with finish Work until unsatisfactory substrate conditions
are corrected.
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Condition the Work of this Section to average prevailing humidity conditions in installation
areas prior to installing.

3.3

DUTCHMAN REPAIRS
.1
General: Provide dutchman repairs where wood is structurally compromised. Wood repairs
will not be made for aesthetic purposes. Dutchman repairs shall provide continuous smooth
surfaces matching planes and profiles of wood members being repaired. Dutchman shall
match wood being repaired in species and cut.
.2
Preparation: Neatly cut out existing opening as required to provide a prismatic void. Wherever
possible create voids that will provide mechanical attachments as in dovetails. The amount of
wood removed should be minimized but the amount should include all damaged wood and
extend just past damaged wood to prevent spread of any fungus contained therein. Cut away
area will provide ample glue surface.
.3
Dutchman: Cut dutchman to exactly fit void, with exposed portion matching original profile of
woodwork and just slightly proud of original surface. Orient grain of dutchman parallel to grain
of element being patched. Where deterioration or loss at end of component requires
dutchman repair, use a diagonal scarf joint for end-to-end joint between dutchman and
remaining portion of component.
.4
Installation: Clean glue surfaces with acetone or denatured alcohol. Insert dutchman using
specified adhesive and clamp in place until glue is set. Where clamping is not feasible, use small
brads; remove brads and fill holes after adhesive has set.
.5
Surfacing: Plane or scrape dutchman to provide smooth continuous surface coplanar with
adjacent wood. Do not damage or alter profile or finish of adjacent wood.

3.4

INSTALLATION
.1
Install the Work plumb, level, and free of distortion. Shim where required, with concealed
shims.
.2
Cut wood items to fit. Scribe and cut for accurate fit where Work abuts other finish Work.
Drill pilot holes at corners before making cut outs.
.3
Distribute defects to the greatest appearance advantage possible.
.4
Trim and Moulding: Install in single, unjointed lengths at openings and for runs less than the
maximum lumber length available. For long runs, use only 1 piece less than the maximum
length available in any straight run. Stagger joints in adjacent members. Cope moulding at
returns. Mitre at corners.
.5
Do not allow kerfing on faces of trim or moldings.
.6
Attach the Work securely in place.
.1
Nailing: Blind nail where possible. Use finishing nails where exposed. Set nail
heads for filling.
.2
Anchoring: Secure the Work to anchors or to blocking which is built-into or directly
attached to substrates.

3.5

PROTECTION
.1

3.6

Protect installed Work from damage by Work of other trades. Maintain temperature and
humidity requirements during the construction period in interior installation areas.

CLEANING
.1

Clean exposed surfaces of prefinished Work.
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END OF SECTION
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1.

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.6

1.7
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.

WORK INCLUDED
.1

Self adhering membranes.

.2

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of
scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost
associated with these items will not be paid for separately, but will be considered incidental to work of
this section.

.3

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.4

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria
shall apply.

.5

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction
Projects by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of Labour.

REFERENCES
.1

CAN/CGSB 51.32-M77: Sheathing, Membrane, Breather Type.

.2

CAN/CGSB 51.33-M89: Vapour Barrier Sheet, Excluding Polyethylene, for use in Building Construction.

.3

CAN/CGSB 51.34-M86: Vapour Barrier, Polyethylene Sheet, for use in building construction.

SUBMITTALS
.1

Submit manufacturer's Product data in accordance indicating the products characteristics, performance
criteria, and limitations. Indicate surface preparation requirements, installation requirements and
techniques, product storage, and handling criteria.

.2

Submit the information directly to the Consultant.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

1.5

SELF ADHERED WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE

Perform Work in accordance with product manufactures instructions.
installation guides on-site.

Maintain Manufacturer’s

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND PROTECTION
.1

Provide weather protection and construction protection in accordance with CAN3-S304.

.2

Keep the materials dry and protected from the weather, freezing and contamination.

.3

Ensure that the labels and seals on all materials are intact upon delivery.

.4

Remove rejected or contaminated materials from the site.

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

All work shall be performed in strict accordance with manufacturer’s written requirements for all products
specified in the specification.

.2

Should a conflict arise between the requirements of this section and the manufacturer’s requirements,
the more stringent requirements shall govern.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
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1.8

SELF ADHERED WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE

.1

The Contractor shall provide all required support to safely support all the loads.

.2

Report, in writing to the Consultant, any conditions which will adversely affect the work of this section.

ALTERNATIVES
.1

Alternatives to manufacturer’s brands or supply sources of materials will not be accepted.

2.

Products

2.1

SELF ADHERING WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE
.1

Modified bitumen membrane reinforced with non-woven polyester mat, self adhesive type membrane
covered with plastic film on one side, self adhesive polyethylene protective film on the other. Minimum
thickness 41 mils (1.0 mm).
.1

2.2

Flashing Sealant: BES 925, by Henry. All seams in waterproofing membrane to receive flashing sealant.

3.

Execution

3.1

EXAMINATION

3.3

3.4

3.5

Acceptable Products: Blueskin SA as manufactured by Bakor Inc.

ACCESSORIES
.1

3.2

Section 07 20 00
Page 2
OCTOBER 2019

.1

Verify that surfaces and conditions are ready to accept the work of this section.

.2

Commencing with the installation means acceptance of the existing substrates by the Contractor.

PREPARATION
.1

Protect adjacent finished materials from marking or damage due to the work.

.2

All surfaces must be sound, dry, clean and free of oil, grease, dirt, excess mortar, corrosion by-product or
other contaminants.

.3

Newly placed materials containing moisture (I.e. concrete, mortar etc.) should be cured for a minimum of
14 days and must be dry before membranes are applied.

.4

Install temporary shoring, bracing or other supports as necessary to support loading in the area of work.

.5

Incomplete areas of work shall be completely covered and protected with non-staining waterproofing
covers when the construction is not in process.

MEMBRANE SUPPORT
.1

The membrane is to be supported by wood blocking/shims.

.2

Ensure that the preparation of the blocking is complete prior to proceeding with the waterproofing
membrane work.

PRIMER
.1

Apply primer for self-adhering membrane at the rate recommended by manufacturer.

.2

Apply primer by either roller or spray and allow minimum 30 minute open time. Primed surfaces not
covered with membrane during the same working day must be re-primed.

SELF ADHERING MEMBRANE INSTALLATION
.1

Apply the membrane to the prepared and primed substrate in an overlapping shingle fashion, and in
accordance with manufacturer's recommendations and written instructions. Stagger all vertical joints.
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3.6

SELF ADHERED WATERPROOFING MEMBRANE
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.2

Align and position the membrane, remove protective film and press firmly in place. Ensure a minimum of
2” overlap at all end and side laps. Promptly roll all laps and membrane with a counter top roller to
promote adhesion.

.3

At the end of each days work, seal the top edge of the membrane where it meets the substrate using the
flashing sealant or as recommended by the manufacturer.

.4

Provide a flashing sealant bead between the underside of the membrane and the support on each side.
Ensure that the membrane is installed immediately after sealant. Do not let the sealant cure.

PROTECTION
.1

The membranes specified in this section are not designed for permanent exposure. Ensure that
membranes are covered promptly after completing the work.

.2

Contractor must maintain the exterior walls watertight at all times to prevent moisture penetration into
the wall fabric. The Contractor shall be responsible for all costs associated with damage associated with
moisture penetration resulting from inadequate protection as determined by the Consultant.
END OF SECTION
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SHEET METAL AND FLASHINGS

1.0

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.2

1.3

Comply with requirements of Division 1.

WORK INCLUDED
.1

Provide sheet metal and flashings materials, equipment and labour necessary to complete the Work of
this Section as indicated on the Drawings and specified herein.

.2

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of
scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost
associated with these items will not be paid for separately, but will be considered incidental to work of
this section.

.3

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.4

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria
shall apply.

.5

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction
Projects by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of Labour.

REFERENCES
.1

American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
.1

ASTM B 370-98 – Specification for Copper Sheet and Strip for Building Construction.

.2

ASTM B 32-96, Standard Specification for Solder Metal

.2

Copper Development Association (CDA)

.3

Copper Architecture Handbook, December 1996.

.4

The Aluminum Association Inc. (AAI)

.5

.1

AAI-Aluminum Sheet Metal Work in Building Construction.

.2

AAI DAF45 - Designation System for Aluminum Finishes.

Canadian Roofing Contractors Association (CRCA).
.1

.6

1.4

Roofing Specifications Manual.

Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
.1

CSA B111 - Wire Nails, Spikes and Staples.

.2

CAN/CGSB-51.32 - Sheathing, Membrane, Breather Type.

.3

CAN/CGSB-93.1 - Sheet, Aluminum Alloy, Prefinished, Residential.

SUBMITTALS
.1

1.5

Section 07 62 00
Page 1
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Submit duplicate 300 x 300 mm samples of each type of sheet metal material, and each colour and/or
finish in accordance with section 01 33 00 Submittals.

QUALIFICATIONS
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.1

1.6

WARRANTY
The Contractor shall provide a warranty covering a period of two (2) years for all labour and materials
from the date of Substantial Performance of the contract agreeing to furnish sheet metal to repair or
replace those that do not comply with performance and other requirements specified in this Section
within the specified warranty period.
.1

1.8

Section 07 62 00
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The sheet metal work shall be performed by a recognized specialized fabricator and installer, having at
least five (5) years of experience, with skilled mechanics, thoroughly trained and competent in all phases
of the work.

.1

1.7

SHEET METAL AND FLASHINGS

Defective work shall include, but is not limited to, premature corrosion, warping, failed anchors,
fasteners, and welds, and leakage through seams.

ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

Install copper sheeting at ambient temperatures of no less than 5 degrees Celsius, or to joint sealant
manufacturer’s recommendations.

.2

Underlay membrane shall be covered by copper sheeting within 60 days of its application.

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL
.1

Separate waste materials for reuse and recycling in accordance with applicable regional regulations.

.2

Remove from site and dispose of packaging materials at appropriate recycling facilities.

.3

Separate for reuse and recycling and place in designated containers metal waste in accordance with
Waste Management Plan.

.4

Place materials defined as hazardous or toxic in designated containers.

.5

Handle and dispose of hazardous materials in accordance with the CEPA, TDGA, Regional and Municipal
regulations.

.6

Ensure emptied containers are sealed and stored safely.

.7

Divert unused metal materials from landfill to metal recycling facility as approved by Owner.

.8

Unused paint, caulking, and sealing compound materials must be disposed of at an official hazardous
material collections site as approved by Owner.

.9

Unused paint, caulking, and sealing compound materials must not be disposed of into sewer system, into
streams, lakes, onto ground or in other location where it will pose health or environmental hazard.

.10

Fold up metal banding, flatten and place in designated area for recycling.

2.0

Products

2.1

PREFINISHED ALUMINUM SHEET
.2

Pre-finished aluminum sheet, 24 gauge core nominal thickness

.3

Finish: factory applied coating to CAN/CGSB-93.1. Colour to be chosen from Manufacturer’s standard
colour range to match the existing. (Allow for one colour)

.4

Profile: As noted in the drawings.

.5

Thickness specified for prefinished aluminum sheet applies to base metal.

.1

JOINTING
.1

Linear mating of aluminum sheets shall be with an “S” lock joint.
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.2
2.2

2.3

SHEET METAL AND FLASHINGS

Corner mating shall be completed with a standing seam.

SHEET COPPER
.1

CDA 110, ASTM B 370 copper, cold rolled, 16oz/sq ft (0.56mm thick), lead-coated finish.

.2

JOINTING
.1

Flat S-lock and solder joints when run horizontally.

.2

Lap joints and do not solder vertically.

.3

Mitre and seal corners.

ACCESSORIES
.1

.2

Cleats and Starter Strips
.1

Same material as sheet metal, minimum 50mm (2”) wide with bent to accept flashing.

.2

Thickness to be 0.56mm (16oz/ sq ft) copper, 0.8mm (20ga) pre-finished aluminum and
fastened at 300mm O.C.

Solder
.1

.3
.4

As recommended by prefinished material manufacturer.

Bituminous Paint:
.1

.6

Rosin, muriatic acid neutralized with zinc or approved equal.

Touch-up paint
.1

.5

ANSI/ASTM B32; composition 50% tin and 50% lead.

Flux
.1

To meet CGSB 1-GP-108.

Sealant:
.1

2.4

Refer to Section 07 90 00 – Sealant.

FASTENERS
.1

Use fasteners of a length and thickness suitable for the particular fastening condition and service
intended and as specified.

.2

Copper
.1

Fasteners
1.
2.
3.

2.5

Section 07 62 00
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Screws, nails, bolts, clips, cleats rivets and other fasteners of same material, to CSA B111 –
1974.
Into Wood shall be No. 10 stainless steel, flathead, size and length to suit material
To be the same metal as the components or separated by gasket as required.

FABRICATION

.1

Fabricate metal flashings and other sheet metal work in accordance with applicable CRCA “FL” series
specifications, Aluminum Association Aluminum Sheet Metal Work in Building Construction. Copper in
Architecture Handbook by CDA, and methods of reviewed submittals and mock-ups.

.2

Fabrication to be completed in shop using heavy duty brakes, bench shears, etc. whenever possible.
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2.6

2.8

Form pieces as to lengths measured onsite where existing flashing has deteriorated. For drip flashings
ensure 100 mm (4”) minimum side lap between lengths.

.1

Hem exposed edges on underside 12 mm. Mitre and weld corners.

.2

Form sections square, true and accurate to size, free from distortion and other defects detrimental to
appearance or performance.

.3

Form bends with straight sharp angles and arises. Form sheets into true planes, free from twists,
buckles, dents and other distortions.

TINNING
.1

Wire-brush copper sheets where lead in contact with solder to produce a bright surface.

.1

Wire brush the edges of all copper sheet to produce a bright finish where it is to be soldered.

.2

Gently close clinch-locked joints and seams with a block of wood and mallet, then flux and fill
with molten solder. Use sufficient heat to induce the solder to flow by capillary action to create
a waterproof joint.

.3

Perform soldering slowly with well-heated coppers, so as to heat thoroughly the seam and
sweat the solder through its full width.

.4

Wipe clean all exposed joints, wash immediately after the joints are soldered to remove all
traces of solder and flux. Wash all metal work with soapy hot water upon completion.

.1

Fold flat seams in direction of water flow and make watertight.

.2

Finish to following sizes unless otherwise stated.

SEAMS

Execution

3.1

EXAMINATION

3.3

Tin all edges of copper sheet to be soldered for a width of 40 mm (1.5”) both sides with solder.

SOLDERING

3.0

3.2

Section 07 62 00
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.3

.2
2.7

SHEET METAL AND FLASHINGS

.1

Single lock seams: 3/4” (19 mm) wide.

.2

Double lock seams: 3/4” (19 mm) wide.

.3

Standing seams: 1” (25 mm) wide.

.1

Verify that substrate surfaces are sound, smooth, properly secured; and free of ridges, depressions and
voids; properly sloped and dry. Notify Consultant of any defects.

.2

Proceed with installation only after unsatisfactory conditions have been corrected. Substrates are dry,
free of snow, ice or frost and clean.

PREPARATION
.1

Site verify all measurements prior to fabricating work.

.2

Clean all surfaces of roughness, rubbish, oil, grease, snow and ice immediately before installation of
materials.

INSTALLATION
.1

Integrate new drip flashing with existing sound flashing in a pattern that is water shedding.
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3.4

SHEET METAL AND FLASHINGS
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.2

Corners shall be mated with a standing seam joint. Provide a bead of sealant along the inner flange of
the seam before crimping tight.

.3

Use concealed fastenings except where approved before installation.

.4

Protect material from electrolytic action when dissimilar metals are in contact with one another.

CLEANING
.1

Daily as the work proceeds and on completion, remove all surplus materials and debris resulting from
the foregoing work.

.2

Remove all flux, stains, caulking or other adhesive from all affected surfaces.

.3

Neutralize excess flux with 5 – 10% solution of washing soda, then drench with clean water.
END OF SECTION
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JOINT SEALANT

1

General

1.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
.1

1.2

Section 07 92 00
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.
PRE-START HEALTH AND SAFETY REVIEW

.1
1.3

Provide a Pre-Start Health and Safety Review in accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(Ontario), Regulation 851, as amended.
WORK INCLUDED

.1

Review other Sections of the Specifications for extent of sealant Work specified in those Sections. Provide
all other joint sealant materials, equipment and labour necessary to complete the Work of this Section as
indicated on the Drawings and specified herein.

.1

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of
scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost
associated with these items will not be paid for separately but will be considered incidental to work of this
section.

.2

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.3

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria
shall apply.

.4

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction
Projects by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of Labour.

1.4

REFERENCES
.1

1.5

Meet or exceed the following standards or the latest revised versions of same:
.1

CAN/CGSB-19.24-M90;

.2

CAN/CGSB-19.13-M87;

.3

CAN/CGSB-19.13-M87, Classification MCG-2-25-A-L.

.4

ASTM C920, Type M, Grade P, Class 25, Use T, M, A and O.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

Applicators: Member, in good standing, of Sealant and Waterproofing Association. Trained and approved
by manufacturer and having a minimum five years’ experience in the installation of the Work described in
this Section and can show evidence of satisfactory completion of projects of similar size, scope and type.

.2

Pre-installation meeting: Two weeks prior to commencing Work of this Section, arrange for
manufacturer's technical representative to visit the site and review preparatory and installation
procedures to be followed, conditions under which the Work will be done, and inspect the surfaces to
receive the Work of this Section. Advise the Owner of the date and time of the meeting.

.3

Single source responsibility: Use sealants from single manufacturer for each different product required to
ensure compatibility.
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Provide masking tape and apply to areas to receive primer and sealant Work to avoid staining and soiling
of adjacent and existing surfaces. Contractor is responsible for all additional cost and additional time
required to clean stained and soiled surfaces resulting from installation Work of this section. When
directed by Owner, clean all stained and soiled surfaces immediately and make good existing surfaces
with no extra cost to Owner and no increase to Contract Price and Contract Time.
SUBMITTALS

.1

Prior to work commencing provide the specified submittals.

.2

Manufacturer's Data: Submit manufacturer's literature describing each material to be used in the Work
of this Section. Literature to indicate the material complies with the specified standard. Submit product
information to contain sealant composition and physical characteristics, surface preparation
requirements, priming and application procedures, suitability of sealants for purposes intended and joint
design, suitability of sealants for temperature and humidity conditions at time of application.

.3

Samples: Provide cured, colour samples of in each type of sealing and caulking compound specified
herein. Submit samples of primer, bond breaker tape and joint backing material.

.4

Safety Data Sheets: Submit WHMIS safety data sheets for inclusion with project record documents. Keep
one copy of WHMIS safety data sheets on site for reference by workers.

1.7

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING
.1

Deliver sealants to site in original sealed containers bearing manufacturer's name, brand name of sealant
and reference standard to which sealant complies, expiration period, pot life.

.2

Store materials in a dry area having an ambient temperature within limitations recommended by material
manufacturer. Protect from freezing, moisture and water.

1.8

PROJECT/SITE CONDITIONS
.1

Apply sealants only to completely clean and dry surfaces, and at air and material temperatures above
minimum established by manufacturer.

.2

Do not apply any sealant under adverse weather conditions, when joints to be sealed are damp, wet or
frozen, or when at ambient temperatures below 5 deg C or above 25 deg C. Maintain minimum
temperature of application during application and for 8 hours after application. Consult manufacturer for
specific instructions before proceeding with the Work.

1.9

WARRANTY
.1

Provide a written five year material, labour and workmanship warranty, commencing from the date of
Substantial Performance, covering the replacement and making good of defects in materials and
workmanship. Defects to include, but not restricted to, leakage, cracking, deterioration, shrinkage,
adhesive and cohesive failure, staining or failure to provide intended seal.

2

Products

2.1

MATERIALS – GENERAL
.1

Sealant: Non-Bleeding and capable of supporting their own weight except for self-levelling type sealant
for horizontal surfaces.
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.2

Sealants, cleaning solvents and primers: Compatible with each other, as recommended by sealant
manufacturer.

.3

Sealant Colours: To later selection by Consultant, from manufacturer's standard colour range.

2.2

SEALANTS
.1

Exterior: Clock flashing
.1

Single-Component, Nonsag, Moisture-Cure, Polyurethane Joint Sealant: ASTM C 920, Type S,
Grade NS, Class 50, Use NT; Greenguard certified.

.2

Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) Content: 40 g/L maximum.

.3

Volatile Organic Emissions (VOE): Not greater than Greenguard Children & Schools Certification
emissions levels.

.4

Tensile Strength ASTM D412: 350 to 450 psi

.5

Percent Elongation ASTM D412: 800 to 900%

.6

Modulus at 100% ASTM D412: 75 to 85 psi

.7

Tear Strength ASTM D412: 65 to 75 psi

.8

Smoke Development ASTM E84: 5

.9

Product (TBC):
.1

.2

At flashings
.1

Tremco, Inc., Dymonic 100, colour: clock frame colour, allow for
manufacturer's standard colour.

.2

Or SikaHyflex-150 LM, colour: clock frame colour, allow for manufacturer's
standard colour.

.3

Or other acceptable equivalent, approved by Consultant in writing.

At base of flag pole
.1

2.3

ACCESSORIES
.1

Joint Cleaner: Non-corrosive and non-staining type, recommended by sealant manufacturer; compatible
with joint forming materials.

.2

Masking tape: Non-staining, non-absorbent tape product compatible with joint sealants and adjacent
joint surfaces.

.3

Cleaning material: Xylol, methyl-ethyl-ketone, toluol, or as recommended by sealant manufacturer.

.1

Fillet Joint Applications
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Bond breaker tape, adhesive backed polyethylene tape recommended by the sealant
manufacturer shall be used to prevent adhesion to the specified sealant or to the back of joint.

3

Execution

3.1

EXAMINATION
.1

3.2
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Examine joints to be sealed and report in writing to the Consultant any defects in Work of other Sections
which would impair installation, performance and warranty of sealants.
PREPARATION

.1

Prepare joints in accordance with ASTM C1193 and manufacturer's instructions.

.2

Clean and prepare surfaces to be sealed to provide clean sound surfaces for sealant adhesion in
accordance with sealant manufacturer's recommendations.

.3

Remove dust, oil, grease, water, frost, loose mortar and other foreign matter. Remove loose particles by
blowing joint out with compressed air.

.4

Prevent staining of adjacent surfaces by masking with tape prior to priming and sealing.

.5

Examine joint sizes and correct to achieve depth to width proportions schedule herein, with width and
depth of 6 mm.

3.3

APPLICATION
.1

Install primer and sealants in accordance with ASTM C1193 and manufacturer's instructions, using
suitable equipment.
.1

Install sealants immediately after joint preparation.

.2

Install sealant free of air pockets, foreign embedded matter, ridges, and sags.

.2

Force sealant into joints in full bead, making certain that full contact is made with sides of joint. Tool
joints to produce a slightly concave surface.

.3

Provide concaved recessed finish to installed sealant, free of ridges, wrinkles and embedded foreign
matter. Sealant shall not spread or bulge beyond surfaces on each side of joint.

.4

Finish of sealants exposed on the building face to be sanded. Use dry mortar mix to blend with mortar
joints.

.5

Apply sealants in accordance with the manufacturer’s depth to width ratios.

3.4

PROTECTION
.1

Protect all sealant against puncture or damage until sealant has cured attained its final set.

.2

Provide temporary covers over joints where joints have been cleaned out, but not yet sealed.

3.5

CLEANING
.1

Remove masking tape in a suitable time to not leave remnants on the protected material.
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Clean adjacent surfaces immediately and leave Work neat and clean. Remove excess sealant and
droppings, using recommended cleaners as Work progresses. Remove masking tape after tooling of
joints. Make good any damage caused.
SCHEDULE

.1

General: Use only sealants which are proven to be compatible with materials they are in contact with.
Notify Consultant prior to start of Work should any sealant specified be considered unsuitable for the
purpose intended.
END OF SECTION
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.1

1.2
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.
PRE-START HEALTH AND SAFETY REVIEW

.1
1.3

Provide a Pre-Start Health and Safety Review in accordance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act
(Ontario), Regulation 851, as amended.
WORK INCLUDED

.1

Restoration of the existing windows as identified on drawings.

.2

Supply and install of new interior storm windows.

.3

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to setting up of scaffolding,
permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent roof areas, etc. The cost associated with these
items will not be paid for separately but will be considered incidental to work of this section.

.4

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to adjacent systems, and
modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate the masonry repairs.

.5

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most stringent criteria shall
apply.

.6

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica on Construction Projects
by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of Labour.

1.4

SUBMITTALS
.1

Samples: glazing, vent screening.

.2

Shop drawing for interior storm window, including all fastenings.

.3

Submit window documentation prior to removal for review by the Consultant.

.4

Submit the information directly to the Consultant.

.5

Do not fabricate Work of this Section until shop drawings have been reviewed, and related submittals and
samples as required by the specifications have been reviewed by the Consultant.

1.5

MOCK-UPS
.1

1.6

Not used.
QUALIFICATIONS

.1

The wood restoration shall be completed by a company specializing in wood restoration work with a minimum
of ten (10) years proven experience for projects of similar size and complexity.

.2

Use single wood restoration company for all wood restoration work.

1.7

DELIVERY, STORAGE AND PROTECTION
.1

Store materials in a cool dry place so as not to be in contact with earth and to be protected from elements.
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.2

Keep the materials dry and protected from the weather, freezing and contamination.

.3

Ensure that the labels and seals on all materials are intact upon delivery.

.4

Remove rejected or contaminated materials from the site.

.5

Refer to section 3.0 for instructions on removal, storage and protection of stained glass windows.

1.8

WARRANTY
.1

1.9

The Contractor shall submit a warranty of the work of this section covering a period of not less than five (5)
years from the date of Substantial Performance of the Contract. Substantial completion shall be determined
by the Consultant and the Owner.
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

.1

All work shall be performed in strict accordance with manufacturer’s written requirements for all products
specified in the specification.

.2

Should a conflict arise between the requirements of this section and the manufacturer’s requirements, the
more stringent requirements shall govern.

1.10

DESIGN CRITERIA
.1

Consultants Drawings:
.1

.2

1.11

2.

WINDOW RESTORATION

Details shown on drawings are schematic and show general arrangement and intent.

This section is responsible for:
.1

The engineering design of all miscellaneous metal fabrications provided by this section.

.2

The design, positioning, sizing and configuration of all anchoring devices, clips, angles and the like.

.3

Providing means of compensating for unevenness and dimensional differences in the Work of others
to which Work of this section is secured.

LEAD-CONTAINING PAINT
.1

Paint on existing wood frames found to contain lead. Refer to Lead-Paint abetment procedures in Appendix A
of the Contract documents.

.2

General: Perform all work that disturbs lead-containing paint (LCP), handle all material that involves leadcontaining paint, and transport and dispose of all lead-containing paint and residue in compliance with all
applicable federal, provincial, and local laws and regulations for identification, removal, labeling, handling,
containerization, transportation, and disposal of lead-containing material including, but not limited to, those
referenced herein.

Products

2.1

GENERAL
.1

Coordinate and confirm all new storm window dimensions with actual measure of window openings.

.2

All reinforcing and connectors shall be in conformance with CSA A370.

.3

Reinforcing connectors shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
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.4

All reinforcing and connectors shall have a corrosion protection level of II as specified in CSA Standard A370.

.5

Fasteners:
Comply with NWWDA requirements for fabrication; and with manufacturer's printed
recommendations for type and size of installation fasteners except as follows:

2.2

i.

Zinc-coated or non-ferrous nails and screws for installation of wood window units.

ii.

Nails, Spikes, and Staples: Size and type to suit application; non-ferrous metal or galvanized steel for
exterior locations, high humidity locations, and treated wood.

WOOD
.1

Lumber shall be of sound stock, solid wood without finger joints or other joints within members, thoroughly
seasoned, and kiln-dried to a moisture content not exceeding 12 percent for exterior and 8 percent for interior.

.2

Wood shall be free from defects or blemishes on surfaces exposed to view that will show after paints and
finishes have been applied. Materials that do not comply with specifications for quality and grade, are in any
way defective, or are otherwise not in proper condition will be rejected.

.3

For existing wood restoration the intent is that all existing woodwork will be repaired and replaced, where
necessary. If required, new wood shall be used to replace the existing at the direction of the Consultant. All
replacement material shall match the existing wood species, grade and cut.

.4

For new wood window frames use kiln-dried, selected clear, Ponderosa pine: match existing profile, thickness
and dimensions of the existing windows.

.6

Preservative treatment shall be used for new wood after machining.

2.3

WOOD FASTENERS
.1

2.4

Screws: Corrosion resistant self-tapping #8 wood screws. Length to suit application – at least 2 times the
thickness of wood being secured.
ADHESIVES

.1

Adhesive for Dutchman Repairs: two-part, low-viscosity liquid epoxy, designed for use with wood.

.2

Adhesive for Glazing Repairs: HXTAL NY-1 or an approved equivalent.

2.5

RESTORATION
.1

2.6

Boiled linseed oil
HARDWARE

.1

2.7

Mesh –

.1

Stainless Steel Screen Wire, 18x18 Mesh 304L Alloy with 0.0075”, Black Powder Coated
Finish, supplied by CR Laurence or approved alternative.

.2

Bronze Screen Wire, 18x14 Mesh with 0.011” thread diameter, 90% copper and 10% zinc,
supplied by CR Laurence or approved alternative.

GLAZING
.1

Glazing: 6mm (3mm+3mm), clear, laminated glass, ASTM C1036 or ASTM C1048, Type I, permanently
laminated together with minimum 0.060" thick sheet of clear plasticized polyvinyl butyral produced specifically
for laminating glass.
.1

Edge Quality - Laminated glass shall have a minimum standard of edgework such that:
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.1

Flared or splayed edges are not acceptable - except for the end of score up to a
maximum size of 3mm.

.2

Scallops, flakes, shells and chips are permitted up to a maximum of 3mm.

.3

‘Shark’s teeth’ are not to extend to more than 50% of the thickness of the glass
substrate.

.4

Shells are not acceptable.

.5

Broken corners are not permitted.

Stained, distorted, blistered and/or scratched glazing is not acceptable.

PUTTY
.1

2.9

Organic linseed putty Supplied by Allback or approved alternative.
CLEANING SOLUTION FOR GLAZING

.1
3.

WINDOW RESTORATION

Neutral pH, non-ionic cleaning product, such as Orvus WA Paste by Procter and Gamble Professional.

Execution

3.1

PROTECTION
.1

Protect all adjacent surfaces including masonry, concrete pavements, glass, and landscaping from any damage
resulting from work of this section.

.2

Prevent dust and fumes from entering the building.

3.2

INSPECTION AND DOCUMENTATION
.1

Examine the areas and conditions where window restoration is to be executed. Take all necessary field
measurements. Notify the Consultant of conditions detrimental to the proper and timely completion of Work.
Do not proceed until unsatisfactory conditions are corrected.

.2

Prior to fabrication of the exterior protective glazing units review locations and installation methods for each
window location with the Consultant and Owner to confirm placement, dimensions for units and to identify
any unique details for individual windows. Consultant to provide sign-off of review prior to fabrication.

3.3

EXISTING WOOD FRAME REHYDRATION
.1

Sand finish off existing wood window elements to bare wood.

.2

Clean and prep wood for application of linseed oil where wood is dry and requires re-moisturizing prior to
finish application. Allow for 2 coat application on 25% of the window elements.

.3

Linseed oil to cure for specified time as per manufacturer’s instructions.

.4

Prep and apply 2 coats clear urethane finish, sanding prior to each application.

3.4

NEW STORM WINDOWS
.1

Prior to fabrication of interior protective glazing, review of placement location with Consultant and Owner
for final sign-off.
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Confirm storm window glazing sizing on site.

.3

Fabricate woodwork to dimensions, profiles, and details indicated.

.4

Before fabrication of woodwork to be fitted to other construction, obtain field measurements and verify
dimensions and shop drawings detail as required for accurate fit.

.5

Install woodwork plumb and level without distortion.

.6

Shim as necessary with concealed shims.

TRANSPORTATION OF NEW STORM WINDOWS FROM SHOP TO SITE
.1

Prior to packaging and transporting the restored window back to site Consultant to perform shop review of
finished product.

.2

New protective glazing to be transported to site with extreme care to ensure no damage is incurred to the
finish product. Transport in protective crates or covered stained glass rack.

.3

For new interior storm windows install as outlined in the drawing details.

.4

Set units plumb, level and true to line (within 1/4 inch), without warp or rack. Provide required support and
anchor securely in place. Seal entire perimeter of each window unit with sealant/glazing compound.

3.6

3.8
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.2

3.5

3.7

WINDOW RESTORATION

WOOD ELEMENT TOLERANCES
.1

Tolerance on any face dimension is + or – 1 mm.

.2

Tolerance on thickness is + or – 1 mm.

.3

Maximum variation from true plane on flat surface is 0.8 mm.

.4

Maximum variation on edge straightness is 0.8 mm.

PUTTYING OF WINDOWS IN SITU
.1

Remove deteriorated putty without damage to the glazing. Use a putty knife or 5-in-1 for removing putty. If
required a carefully used heat gun can be used for putty that cannot be removed with scraping. Ensure that
when scraping no pressure is being placed on the glazing.

.2

Protect adjacent surfaces as required.

.3

Sand away loose paint and oxidized wood on the window frame. Use a small piece of sandpaper folded in thirds
being careful not to scratch the glass. Brush away or vacuum the dust and chips and evaluate the window. All
loose glazing and peeling paint should be gone, the glass should be clean and the wood frame smooth, dust
free and ready for a coat of primer.

.4

Prior to re-puttying window prime the bare wood. And allow to dry for the paint manufacturer’s specified
amount of time.

.5

Re-putty window using putty knife and specified putty material. Knead the glazing compound until it is soft and
pliable. Roll a small amount between your hands to from a rope of the compound is approximately 10mm
(3/8”) in diameter. Lay this into the frame and use the flat side of the glazing tool or a stiff putty knife to push
it into the frame and glass. Tool the putty to smooth and shape it to form an angle. Use a continuous stroke
from corner to corner.

.6

Clean off excess putty with wood dowel or soft scrub brush used to burnish leads.

.7

Allow putty to dry for 2 days.

WINDOW INSTALLATION
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.1

Install Work of this Section in accordance with drawing details for applicable condition. Note: new wood stops
are required at some windows. Locations and type are identified on drawings.

.2

Set units plumb, level and true to line (within 1/4 inch), without warp or rack. Provide required support and
anchor securely in place.

3.9

PROTECTION
.1

3.10

Until time of substantial completion protect all restored windows from damage or deterioration.
CLEANING

.1

When directed, or just before the Project is turned over to the Owner, remove dirt and other foreign material
from finished surfaces and both sides of glass. Wash and polish glass on both sides.

.2

Restore major visual damage to finish in a manner to match the appearance and performance of the original
finish.

END OF SECTION
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.1
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Comply with requirements of Division 1.
PRE-START HEALTH AND SAFETY REVIEW

.1
1.1

Provide a Pre-Start Health and Safety Review in accordance with the Occupational
Health and Safety Act (Ontario), Regulation 851, as amended.
WORK INCLUDED

.1

Paint removal, preparation and repainting of all exterior wood work.

.2

All work necessary for completion of work of this section, including but not limited to
setting up of scaffolding, permits, authorization from utilities, protection of adjacent
roof areas, etc. The cost associated with these items will not be paid for separately but
will be considered incidental to work of this section.

.3

This section shall include all accessories necessary to complete the work, tie-ins to
adjacent systems, and modifications to existing flashings and finishes to accommodate
the masonry repairs.

.4

Where conflict exists in the scope of work, requirements, standards, or codes, the most
stringent criteria shall apply.

.5

All work to be completed in accordance with the Health and Safety Guideline for Silica
on Construction Projects by Occupational Health and Safety Branch of the Ministry of
Labour.

1.3

QUALITY ASSURANCE
.1

Applicator experience: Having minimum of five years proven satisfactory experience.
When requested, provide a list of the last three comparable projects including, name
and location, start and completion dates, and value of the painting Work.

.2

Applicator qualification: Qualified journeypersons, painters, as defined by local
jurisdiction shall be engaged in painting and decorating Work. Apprentices may be
employed provided they Work under the direct supervision of a qualified journeyperson
in accordance with trade regulations.

.3

Materials, preparation and quality of Work: In conformance with requirements of the
latest edition of the Architectural Painting Specification Manual by the Master Painters
Institute, referred to as the MPI Painting Manual in this Section, issued by the local MPI
Accredited Quality Assurance Association having jurisdiction.
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.4

Manufacturers and Products: Listed under the Approved Product List section of the MPI
Painting Manual.

.5

Maintenance seminars: Provide, to the Owner, training seminars and recommendations
on Product maintenance procedures.

1.4

SAMPLES
.1

Samples: Provide duplicate minimum 300 mm square samples on same substrate as
finished product of specified paint or coating in colors, gloss, sheen and textures
required to MPI Painting Manual standards for review. When approved, samples
become acceptable standard of quality.

.2

Sample installations: When requested by the Consultant, prepare and paint designated
surface, area, room or item in each color scheme to requirements specified, with
specified paint or coating showing selected colors, gloss, sheen, textures and quality of
Work to MPI Painting Manual standards for review and approval. When approved,
surface, area, room and items become acceptable standard of finish quality and
workmanship.

1.5

MOCK-UP
.6

Construct a typical mock-up one (1) week prior to commencing with the work at a
location agreed with the Consultant to demonstrate preparation, and paint application.

.7

Upon receipt of written confirmation from the Consultant, the mock-up may remain as
part of the finished work.

.8

The Contractor must receive written confirmation of the mock-up acceptance prior to
commencing with the work.

.9

Approved mock-up shall serve as the standard to which all related work shall be
evaluated.

.10

Rejected mock-ups will be removed and disposed of at the expense of the Contractor.
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SUBMITTALS
.1

List of painting materials: If requested by Consultant, submit duplicate copy of list of
painting materials for review prior to ordering materials. If requested, provide an
invoice list of all paint materials ordered for project Work to Consultant indicating
manufacturer, types and quantities for verification and compliance with specification
and design requirements.

.2

Colour draw downs on same substrate to be painted. (2 per colour) Samples to
accurately show colour and sheen of paint.

.3

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS): Submit duplicate copies prior to commencement
of Work for review and for posting at Place of the Project as required.

.4

Project Data Manual: At project completion provide an itemized list complete with
manufacturers’ application instructions, paint type and color coding for all colors used
for Owner’s later use in maintenance.

1.7

PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING
.1

Deliver all painting materials in sealed, original labelled containers bearing
manufacturer’s name, brand name, type of paint or coating and color designation,
standard compliance, materials content as well as mixing and/or reducing and
application requirements.

.2

Store all paint materials in original labelled containers in a lockable, dry, heated and well
ventilated single designated area meeting the minimum requirements of both paint
manufacturer and authorities having jurisdiction and at a minimum ambient
temperature of 7 degree C. Only store material used for this project at Place of the
Project.

.3

Where toxic, volatile, explosive, flammable materials are being used, provide adequate
fireproof storage lockers and take all necessary precautions and post adequate warnings
such as no smoking signs as required.

.4

Take necessary precautionary and safety measures to prevent fire hazards and
spontaneous combustion and to protect the environment from hazard spills. Store
materials that constitute a fire hazard in suitable closed and rated containers and
removed from the Place of the Project on a daily basis.

.5

Comply with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction, in regard to the use,
handling, storage and disposal of hazardous materials.

1.8

SCHEDULING
.1

Schedule painting operations to prevent disruption of and by other Sections.
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Schedule painting operations in occupied facilities to prevent disruption of occupants in
and about the building. Schedule Work such that painted surfaces will have dried
before occupants are affected. Obtain written authorization from Owner for changes in
Work schedule.
PROJECT CONDITIONS

.1

Unless specifically accepted by the Consultant and the Product manufacturer, do not
perform Work when the ambient air and substrate temperatures are below 10 degree C
for both interior and exterior Work.

.2

Do not perform interior Work unless adequate continuous ventilation and sufficient
heating facilities are in place to maintain ambient air and substrate temperatures above
minimum requirements for 24 hours before, during and 48 hours after Work is
complete, unless required otherwise by manufacturer’s instructions.
Provide
supplemental ventilating and heating equipment if ventilation and heating from existing
system is inadequate to meet minimum requirements.

.3

Do not perform Work when the relative humidity is above 85% or when the substrate
temperature is less than 3 degree C above the measured dew point.

.4

Conduct all moisture tests using a properly calibrated electronic Moisture Meter, except
test concrete floors for moisture using a simple cover patch test.

.5

Test masonry surfaces for alkalinity as required.

.6

Apply Work only to dry, clean, properly cured and adequately prepared surfaces in areas
where dust is no longer generated by construction activities such that airborne particles
will not affect the quality of finished surfaces.

.7

Do not perform Work unless a minimum lighting level of 323 Lux is provided on surfaces
to be painted or decorated.

1.10

EXTRA STOCK
.1

1.11

PAINTING

At Substantial Performance provide extra stock of each type and color of paint from
same production run used in unopened cans, properly labelled and identified for
Owner’s later use in maintenance. Include cost of extra stock in Contract Price.
.1

1 L of extra stock when less than 50 L was used for the Work of this Contract.

.2

3.78 L of extra stock when 50 L to 200 L was used for the Work of this Contract.

.3

7.57 L of extra stock when over 200 L was used for the Work of this Contract.

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL
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.1

Paint, stain and wood preservative finishes and related materials such as thinners,
solvents are regarded as hazardous Products and are subject to regulations for disposal.
Obtain information on these controls from applicable authorities having jurisdiction.

.2

Separate and recycle waste materials. Where paint recycling is available, collect waste
paint by type and provide for delivery to recycling or collection facility. Materials that
cannot be reused must be treated as hazardous waste and disposed of in an appropriate
manner.

.3

Place materials defined as hazardous or toxic waste, including used sealant and adhesive
tubes and containers, in containers or areas designated for hazardous waste.

.4

Strictly adhere to the following procedures to reduce the amount of contaminants
entering waterways, sanitary and storm drain systems or into the ground:

.5
1.12

.1

Retain cleaning water for water-based materials to allow sediments to be
filtered out. In no case shall equipment be cleaned using free draining water.

.2

Retain cleaners, thinners, solvents and excess paint and place in designated
containers and ensure proper disposal.

.3

Return solvent and oil soaked rags used during painting operations for
contaminant recovery, proper disposal, or appropriate cleaning and laundering.

.4

Dispose of contaminants in an approved legal manner in accordance with
hazardous waste regulations.

.5

Empty paint cans are to be dry prior to disposal or recycling (where available).

.6

Close and seal tightly partly used cans of materials including sealant and
adhesive containers and store protected in well ventilated fire-safe area at
moderate temperature.

Set aside and protect surplus and uncontaminated finish materials not required by the
Owner and deliver or arrange collection for verifiable reuse or remanufacturing.
WARRANTY

.1

2

PAINTING

Provide a written two-year material, labour and workmanship warranty, commencing
from date of Substantial Performance, covering the replacement or making good of
defects in materials and workmanship. Promptly correct any defects or deficiencies that
become apparent within warranty period, acceptable to Owner and at no expense to
Owner. Defects include but are not limited to; material shrinkage, cracking, splitting
and defective workmanship including but are not limited to failure in bubbling, blistering
and delamination.
Products
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MATERIALS
.1

Only materials listed in the latest edition of the MPI Approved Product List (APL) are
acceptable for use for the Work of the Project. Provide material from a single
manufacturer for each system used.

.2

Other materials not listed in the APL shall be the highest quality Product of an MPI listed
manufacturer and shall be compatible with paint materials being used as required.

.3

All materials used shall be lead and mercury free and comply with Volatile Organic
Compound (VOC) Concentration Limits for Architectural Coatings Regulation pursuant to
the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.

.4

Provide materials having good flowing and brushing properties and capable to dry or
cure free of blemishes, sags, air entrapment.

.5

Apply materials in accordance with manufacturer’s printed specifications.

2.2

PAINT REMOVERS
.1

Proprietary waterless paint removal system suitable for removing multiple paint layers
from decorative wood elements.
.1

2.3

Acceptable System for Wood Elements: Peel-Away Smart Strip, by Dumond
Chemicals Inc.

PAINT
.1

Colour: Standard colour as directed by the Consultant.

.2

Wood Exterior

.3

i.

Wood: Primer: Fine Paints of Europe, ECO Primer/Undercoat (1 coat).

ii.

Wood: Finish Coat: Fine Paints of Europe, ECO Satin (2 coats). Allow for
two (2) colours.

Clock face
i.

Primer: XIM - UMA Primer

ii. Finish Coat: Fine Paints of Europe, Hollandlac Brilliant (2 Coats). Colour Black
3

Execution

3.1

CONDITION OF SURFACES
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Prior to commencement of Work thoroughly examine and test as required conditions
and surfaces scheduled to be painted. Do not commence Work until adverse conditions
and defects have been corrected.
PROTECTION

.1

Protect all adjacent surfaces including masonry, concrete pavements, glass, and
landscaping from paint splatter, or any damage resulting from work of this section.

.2

Prevent dust and fumes from entering the building.

3.3

PAINT REMOVAL
.1

3.4

Paint contains lead. Follow the abatement procedures in Appendix A.
SURFACE PREPARATION

.1

.2

Wood Frames
.1

Fill all imperfections greater than 2mm deep/ 3mm long/ 3mm wide with
appropriate epoxy filler resins.

.2

Perform work in accordance with manufacturers written recommendations.

.3

Replace decayed wood trim.

.4

Sand bare wood to remove all loose fibres.

.5

Sand all existing paint that remains on the frames and ensure smooth
featheredge transition to any existing paint that remains on the wood
frames/sashes.

.6

Remove all sawdust and dirt oils grease etc as required by paint manufacturer to
ensure new paint achieve tenacious bond.

Wood cornice and soffits
.1

Perform work in accordance with manufacturers written recommendations.

.2

Replace decayed wood trim.

.3

Sand bare wood to remove all loose fibres.

.4

Sand all existing paint that remains on the frames and ensure smooth
featheredge transition to any existing paint that remains on the wood
frames/sashes.
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Remove all sawdust and dirt oils grease etc as required by paint manufacturer to
ensure new paint achieve tenacious bond.

Clock face
.1

Perform work in accordance with manufacturers written recommendations.

.2

Thoroughly was surface with powdered detergent prior to priming. Ensure all
loose paint, dust, debris, etc. is clean from surface.

PAINT APPLICATION
.1

Do not perform Work unless substrates are acceptable and until heating, ventilation,
lighting and completion of Work of other Sections are acceptable for applications of
Products.

.2

Apply materials in accordance with MPI Painting Manual Premium Grade finish and
manufacturers’ requirements.

.3

Surfaces to receive paint are those that are exposed to weather.

.4

All surfaces to receive 1 coat of primer and 2 full top coats. Apply coating materials in
accordance with manufacturer’s written recommendations. Touch up damaged
coatings before applying subsequent coats.

.5

Sand between primer and top coat with 220 grit for proper adhesion. And sand between
top coats with 220-320 grit for proper adhesion. (Refer to manufacturer’s specifications
for further direction.)

.6

Allow time between coats, as recommended by the coating manufacturer, to permit
thorough drying. Provide each coat in specified condition to receive the next coat.

.7

Each coat shall cover the surface of the preceding coat or surface completely.

.8

Apply paint at the film thicknesses recommended by the manufacturer.

.9

Apply topcoat to primer within a period of 48 hours from the time of application of the
primer.

3.6

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL AND STANDARD OF ACCEPTANCE
.1

Painted surfaces will be considered unacceptable if any of the following are evident final
lighting source (including daylight):
.1

Visible defects are evident on vertical and horizontal surfaces when viewed at
normal viewing angles from a distance of not less than 1500 mm.
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When the final coat on any surface exhibits a lack of uniformity of color, sheen,
texture, and hiding across full surface area.

Make good painted surfaces rejected by the inspector to approval of Owner and at no
extra cost to the Owner. Touch up small affected areas. Repaint large affected areas or
areas without sufficient material dry film thickness. Remove runs, sags of damaged
paint by scraper or by sanding prior to application of paint.
CLEAN-UP

.1

Remove paint where spilled, splashed, splattered or sprayed as Work progresses using
means and materials that are not detrimental to affected surfaces.

.2

Keep Work area free from an unnecessary accumulation of tools, equipment, surplus
materials and debris.

.3

Remove combustible rubbish materials and empty paint cans each day and safely
dispose of same in accordance with requirements of authorities having jurisdiction.

.4

Clean equipment and dispose of wash water / solvents as well as all other cleaning and
protective materials (e.g. rags, drop cloths, masking papers, etc.), paints, thinners, paint
removers / strippers in accordance with the safety requirements of authorities having
jurisdiction.
END OF SECTION
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September 4, 2019
LEX Project No. 01190150 – A

Slobodanka Lekic
City of Cambridge
62 Dickson St
ON N1R 8S1
Re:

Old City Hall Lead Paint Disturbance Protocols
46 Dickson St., Cambridge

Dear Ms. Lekic,
LEX Scientific Inc. (LEX) was retained by The City of Cambridge to prepare protocols for the
removal and handling of lead-based paints to be disturbed as part of the planned Old City Hall
restoration located at 46 Dickson St., Cambridge. Prior to this, LEX performed inspection and
sampling for lead paint on July 23, 2019 and identified that the paint used on the exterior roof
cornice of the building contained elevated levels of lead (>0.5%). Paints at these levels are
considered lead-based and additional protocols are required if these materials are to be
disturbed to ensure the health and safety of workers and those in proximity of these works. The
following protocols have been prepared to assist in the safe completion of the proposed
rehabilitation works.
On behalf of LEX, we would like to thank you for the opportunity to serve you. If you have any
questions regarding this report, please call us at (519)824-7082.
Yours truly,
LEX Scientific Inc.

Eric Hoffbauer, P.Eng.
Project Manager – Consulting Services

291 Woodlawn Road West, Unit B12, Guelph, Ontario, N1H 7L6
Phone: 519.824.7082 Toll Free: 1.800.824.7082
E-mail: admin@lexscientific.com Website: www.lexscientific.com
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LEX Project No. 01190150 – A

Lead Paint Removal

The following specifications are for paint removal and refinishing of the roof cornice on the
exterior of the Old City Hall Building located at 46 Dickson St., Cambridge, which is coated with
known lead-based paint. An investigation completed in support of the renovation project
identified that the representative exterior paint sample was lead-based (LEX File # 01190150, July
2019). Materials with elevated levels of lead content require specific protocols to ensure that
workers and others in the vicinity are not exposed to elevated levels of lead while working.
Based on the results of the paint sampling completed and observations made during sampling,
all painted surfaces of the cornice to be rehabilitated are to be assumed to be lead-based and
therefore the following protocols have been prepared to facilitate safe paint removal.

1.1

Applicable Regulations

The following exposure limits/guidelines are applicable to this specification:
•

Under the Ontario Regulation 490/09, the time-weighted exposure limit (TWA) (over an
8-hour day or a 40-hour week) for airborne lead is 0.05 mg/m3;

•

The Ministry of Labour’s (MOL) Lead on Construction Projects (2011) document;

•

The Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act.

2

Abatement Methodologies

The MOL Lead on Construction Projects identifies three classifications of lead abatement work
based on the predicted concentration of airborne lead. The classification of the paint removal
operation is dependant on the method employed. The following classification and abatement
procedure options in accordance to the MOL’s Lead on Construction Projects (2011) document
have been provided below:
•

Type 1 removal procedures (≤ 0.05 mg/m3 airborne lead)
o Application of lead-containing coatings with a brush or roller.
o Removal of lead-containing coatings with a chemical gel or paste and fibrous
laminated cloth wrap.
o Removal of lead-containing coatings or materials using a power tool that has an
effective* dust collection system equipped with a HEPA filter.
o Installation or removal of lead-containing sheet metal.
o Installation or removal of lead-containing packing, babbit or similar material.
o Removal of lead-containing coatings or materials using non-powered hand tools,
other than manual scraping or sanding.

1
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* effective dust collection implies that dust collection system should be capable of
controlling airborne lead concentration levels to below 0.05 mg/m3.
•

Type 2 (a & b) removal procedures (> 0.05 to 1.25 mg/m3 airborne lead)
o Removal of lead-containing coatings or materials by scraping or sanding using nonpowered hand tools.
o Manual demolition of lead-painted plaster walls or building components by
striking a wall with a sledgehammer or similar tool.

•

Type 3 (a & b) removal procedures (> 1.25 to >2.50 mg/m3)
o Dry removal of lead containing mortar using an electric or pneumatic cutting
device.
o Removal of lead-containing coatings or materials using power tools without an
effective dust collection system equipped with a HEPA filter.
o Removal or repair of a ventilation system used for controlling lead exposure.
o Demolition or cleanup of a facility where lead-containing products were
manufactured.
o Removal of lead-containing coatings or materials using abrasive blasting.

It was reported to LEX staff that the majority of the work is planned to involve scraping and
stripping of paint from the roof cornice. Where necessary, additional sanding may be completed
to prepare the surface for fresh paint. Due to the condition and location of the lead-based paint,
the recommended abatement option is chemical stripping (Type 1 operation). An alternative
method for the removal of the lead-containing coatings is by scraping or sanding using a power
tool that has an effective dust collection system equipped with a HEPA filter (Type 1 operation)
or a non-powered hand tools (Type 2 operation). The following procedures have been provided
to facilitate completion of the work as a Type 1 or 2 operation.

2.1

General Procedures

The following general measures and procedures from the Ministry of Labour Guideline on Lead
are applicable and provided below:
•

washing facilities consisting of a wash basin, water, soap and towels should be provided
and workers should use these washing facilities before eating, drinking, smoking or
leaving the project;

•

workers should not eat, drink, chew gum or smoke in the work area;

•

drop sheets should be used below all lead operations that produce or may produce dust,
chips, or debris containing lead;

•

dust and waste should be cleaned up and removed by vacuuming with a HEPA filter
equipped vacuum;
2
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•

clean-up after each operation should be done to prevent lead contamination and
exposure to lead;

•

dust and waste should be cleaned up at regular intervals and placed in a container that
is:
o dust tight
o identified as containing lead waste
o cleaned with a damp cloth or a vacuum equipped with a HEPA filter immediately
before being removed from the work area
o removed from the workplace frequently and at regular intervals;
o the work area should be inspected daily at least once to ensure that the work area
is clean;
o compressed air or dry seeping should not be used to clean up any lead-containing
dust or waste from the work area of from clothing.

All work should be completed per the applicable requirements of the Occupational Health and
Safety Act including worker health and safety, worker training and project notifications.

2.2

Work Area Barrier

•

It is recommended that the work area be separated from public access by a minimum
perimeter with a 6 m radius around the work area where elevated platforms are in use
and access is not restricted by walls or doors. If work is done in areas that do not require
an elevated platform, the minimum perimeter can be 4 m. This perimeter must at
minimum utilize caution tape or equivalent set 0.8-1.5 m above the ground to provide a
clearly visible barrier to the work zone. A-frame barricades or equivalent are also
acceptable. Warning signage should be posted near entrances to the work area or at
walkways adjacent to the work zone.

•

Building access doors that are within the work zone are to be locked to limit accidental
occupant access to the work zone.

•

If scraping/sanding is being completed, it may be beneficial to have movable barrier walls
in place to act as a wind break to reduce distribution of paint particulate.

•

Due to the height of the cornice, workers must have valid Working at Heights training and
comply with all applicable regulations for working on scaffolding or movable platforms (ie
skyjack) as applicable. Training certificates should be provided prior to initiation of work.

2.3

Personal Protective Equipment

Standard construction site personal protective equipment (PPE) should be worn by all site
workers including: hard hat, CSA approved safety boots, and safety glasses. Workers should
utilize a half mask particulate respirator (N-, R- or P- series) with a minimum particulate removal

3
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efficiency of 99% for filter-equipped power sanding or manual dry scraping/sanding operations.
Hearing protection should be worn as appropriate if power tools are to be used. Protective
clothing to eliminate contamination of personal clothing and avoid dermal contact of lead
materials is required when works are within the work zone. Protective clothing are not to be
taken home, and are either to be disposed of (i.e. Tyvek suits or equivalent) or cleaned at a facility
equipped to handle lead contaminated laundry.
Anyone working at heights will require applicable safety harnesses and lanyards in undamaged,
working condition.

2.4

Chemical Stripping

Chemical stripping of lead-containing coatings with a chemical gel or paste and fibrous laminated
cloth wrap is an acceptable method of reducing exposure to lead dust. Care should be taken to
avoid spilling any of the chemical stripping agents since some are solvent based. Drop sheets
should be wrapped around the grates/grills as much as possible to limit any seepage of stripping
agents. Use of a biodegradable material is preferable. All waste from the stripping process is to
be collected and disposed of appropriately.

2.5

Power Sanding

Dry power sanding can only be completed if the sanding equipment has an effective dust
collection system which can be connected to a HEPA filter equipped vacuum to functionally
eliminate lead particulate generation. A test of the dust collection system should be completed
on a section of non-lead containing materials, with visual confirmation of particulate removal.
Due to the elevated lead content identified, if un-captured particulate generation is observed
during the test, the system cannot be considered effective and this method cannot be used.
If practicable, wet sanding can also be employed to remove paint with a power sander provided
that the equipment is rated to be used in a wet environment and continuous flow of water is
provided. Provision will need to be made to collect any water generated from these sanding
operations for appropriate disposal.

2.6

Manual Sanding/Scraping

Dry scraping and sanding of paint can be completed using non-powered hand tools provided the
worker is wearing a half mask particulate respirator with a 99% particulate removal efficiency
cartridge. Extensive drop sheets should be used in the area to minimize the spread of paint debris
on the building exterior or ground. Due to the elevated lead content, dry scraping is preferred to
dry sanding since sanding induces much finer particulate that is more difficult to clean and
control.
If sanding is completed after removal of the paint via chemical stripping methods to prepare the
substrate for re-finishing, lead exposure will be significantly reduced. However, it is still
recommended that a half-mask respirator be used to reduce/eliminate the inhalation of general
particulate.

4
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Clean-up

Dust and waste should be cleaned up and removed by vacuuming with a HEPA filter equipped
vacuum. Sweeping is not recommended, but if it is the only feasible option, a sweeping
compound to supress dust generation must be used. Clean-up after each operation should be
encouraged to prevent lead contamination and exposure to lead. All lead waste including debris,
vacuum collected waste, disposable protective clothing, filters etc. are to be disposed of at an
appropriate waste facility.

5
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